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This is our final report on the Audit of the Army's 
M9 Armored Combat Earthmover (ACE) Program for your information 
and use. Comments on a draft of this report were considered in 
preparing this final report. We made the audit from July 1988 
through May 1989. The audit's overall objective was to evaluate 
the acquisition management of M9 ACE regarding critical program 
management elements. The audit evaluated system requirements, 
acquisition plans and contract procedures, testing issues, cost
estimating and analysis, vehicle design maturity matters, and 
logistics considerations. The M9 ACE is a tracked earthmoving 
vehicle that has the ability to move, survive, and work with the 
flow of battle. In July 1986, the Army awarded a $222.4 million 
contract to Bowen McLaughlin-York (BMY) Corporation to produce 
566 M9 ACE vehicles. The Army's total program cost is 
estimated to be $300 million for the development and procurement 
of 581 vehicles. The Marine Corps is also planning to have the 
Army procure 257 M9 ACE vehicles from BMY Corporation at a 
total estimated cost of $130 million. 

Many aspects of the Army's M9 ACE program were managed well, 
and the project off ice was fully staffed with capable and 
experienced personnel. Our review of seven program management 
element objectives did not disclose any major problems. The 
audit results for these objectives are summarized in Part I of 
this report. The audit identified needed improvements and 
internal controls in contract procedures for modifications, 
warranty provisions, component breakout, technical manuals, and 
parts standardization. The follow.ing paragraphs summarize our 
findings and recommendations. The findings, recommendations, and 
management comments are discussed in Part II of this report. 

The Army and the Defense Logistics Agency had not ensured 
that modifications to the M9 ACE production contract were being 
awarded at fair· and reasonable prices. As a result, the Army's 
contracting officer accepted a contract modification price 
reduction that was $277,163 less. than a fair and reasonable price 



reduction, and the Defense Logistics Agency's administrative 
contracting officer allowed another contract modification to be 
overstated by $9, 075. We recommended that the procuring and 
administrative contracting officers obtain certified cost or 
pricing data on modifications that cost $100,000 or more, 
prepare price negotiation memorandums for modifications 
negotiated, and pursue proposal analysis and field pricing 
support as required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. We 
also recommended that the procuring and administrative 
contracting officers seek voluntary contract price reductions 
from the production contractor (page 9). 

The Army had established high-level thresholds for the 
M9 ACE's warranty deductible. As a result, the Army may incur at 
least $456,196 for warranty coverage of its 566 M9 ACE vehicles 
without obtaining any real coverage to ensure against risks, 
since the probability of reaching the failure thresholds is 
remote. If the Army contracts for the Marine Corps' 257 vehicles 
the same way it did for its vehicles, the Government will spend 
an additional $207, 142 without any real warranty coverage. We 
recommended that the Army Materiel Command revise its warranty 
policy in Army Regulation 700-139 regarding basic cost
effectiveness considerations, including the use of reliability 
data for the systems parts and experience from other programs. 
We recommended that the contracting officer either obtain an 
appropriate warranty threshold or request a refund for the 
existing warranty from the M9 ACE contractor. Finally, we 
recommended that the M9 ACE Project Off ice perform a cost
effectiveness review as required by Army Regulation 700-139 
before contracting for the Marine Corps' vehicle warranty 
requirement (page 15). 

The M9 ACE Project Off ice did not adequately pursue a 
detailed component breakout program as required by the Defense 
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement. We estimated that 
breakout of six selected components from the original equipment 
manufacturer would save the Government about $8.5 million during 
the M9 ACE production program. We recommended that the U.S. Army 
Tank-Automotive Command determine if the six components warrant 
breakout for the remainder of the program, ascertain whether 
there are other potential breakout candidates that warrant 
breakout for the remainder of the program, and establish policies 
and procedures to comply with component breakout requirements for 
future acquisitions (page 21). 

The Army did not receive accurate, complete, and timely 
technical manuals for the M9 ACE vehicle from the technical 
support contractor. Our review disclosed that 68 percent of the 
743 tasks in the 3 series of technical manuals had been neither 
validated nor verified as required by DoD procedures. As a 
result, adequate manuals may not be available to complete the 
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Army's training plan and to support the current M9 ACE fielding 
date of October 1989. we recommended that the project officer 
reconcile the technical manual tasks to the Logistics Support 
Analysis Record data base to ensure the M9 ACE manuals are 
complete and accurate. we also recommended that a plan be 
developed and executed to perform the verification of all 
remaining technical manual tasks and that contractor performance 
be closely monitored to ensure complete and accurate manuals are 
delivered to the troops (page 29). 

The Army did not adequately pursue a material 
standardization and specification program for the M9 ACE to 
minimize the system's life cycle support costs. If the Army 
continues to allow similar parts to remain in the Defense supply 
system, the Government could unnecessarily spend about 
$5. 4 million for the M9 ACE program. We recommended that the 
Army accomplish an in-depth engineering screening of M9 ACE parts 
and fully coordinate the results of the screening with the 
Defense Logistics Agency's Military Parts Control Advisory 
Groups, as required by the DoD Parts Control Program. We also 
recommended that the project manager strengthen procedures to 
ensure that the contractor adheres to the contract requirements 
of the DoD Parts Control Program (page 39). 

The audit identified an internal control weakness as defined 
by Public Law 97-255, Office of Management and Budget 
Circular A-123, and DoD Directive 5010. 38. Internal controls 
were either nonexistent or not effective. Finding C identifies 
the need for controls to ensure that component breakout options 
are fully considered and related actions and decisions are 
adequately supported. Recommendations C.l. and C.2.c. in this 
report, if implemented, will correct this weakness. we have 
determined that the monetary benefit that can be realized by 
implementing Recommendation C.2.a. in this report, which 
requires the Army to perform a breakout review for the M9 ACE, 
will be $8.5 million. We could not determine the monetary 
benefits to be realized by implementing Recommendations C.l. and 
C.2.c. The monetary benefits were not readily identifiable 
because implementation of these recommendations will result in 
the Army breaking out components for future acquisitions whenever 
it offers the potential for significant benefit to the 
Government. An additional internal control weakness is discussed 
in Part I of the report. 

On June 30, 1989, a draft of this report was provided to the 
Assistant Secretary of the Army and the Director, Defense 
Logistics Agency, for comment. The Army concurred with 
Recommendations A.l.a., A.2., B.l., B.2.a., B.2.b., B.2.c., 
B.2.d., C.2.b., C.2.c., and E.2. and proposed or implemented 
corrective actions that meet the intent of the recommendations. 
The Defense Logistics Agency concurred with Recommendations 
A.3.a., A.3.b., and A.4. and proposed or implemented corrective 
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actions that meet the intent of the recommendations. Management 
comments are summarized in Part II of this report and are 
presented in detail in Appendixes I and J. The Army's comments 
on Recommendation C.2.a. indicated concurrence, but the proposed 
corrective action does not completely meet the intent of the 
recommendation, as discussed in Part II of this report. We 
request that the Army reconsider its position on Recommendation 
C.2.a. in response to this final report. Also, the Army did not 
respond to Recommendation C.l. in the report. We request that 
the Army provide comments indicating concurrence or 
nonconcurrence with Recommendation C.l. If you concur, describe 
the corrective actions taken or planned, the completion dates for 
actions already taken, and the estimated dates for completion of 
planned actions. If you nonconcur, please state your specific 
reasons. If appropriate, you may propose alternative methods for 
accomplishing desired improvements. In addition, we request that 
the Army provide completion dates for corrective actions taken 
or proposed for Recommendation E.2. in response to the final 
report. 

The Army nonconcurred with Recommendation A.l.b., which 
recommended a voluntary contract price reduction of $277,163 in 
monetary benefits, because it believed that requesting a 
voluntary refund would be inconsistent with the facts contained 
in the contract file. Also, the Army nonconcurred with 
Recommendation D.l. to develop a plan to perform the validation 
and verification of all remaining technical manual tasks. It 
stated that there is no direct correlation between Logistics 
Support Analysis Record tasks and technical manual tasks, and 
that all 338 maintenance tasks in the manuals were validated and 
verified. The Army nonconcurred with Recommendation D.2., which 
addressed the need to ensure that close monitoring of contractor 
performance is complete and that accurate manuals are delivered 
to the troops. The Army stated that the proper management 
structure is in place and appropriate technical manual and 
logistics in-process reviews have been conducted throughout the 
term of the contract. Further, the Army nonconcurred with 
Recommendation E.l. to perform an in-depth engineering screening 
of the M9 ACE parts and fully coordinate results of the review 
with Defense Logistics Agency's Military Parts Control Advisory 
Groups. It stated that screening for standardization is of the 
greatest benefit when done early in the design of a program and 
that occurred many years ago for the M9 ACE. We believe that 
these four recommendations are still valid for reasons discussed 
in Part II of the report, and therefore request management to 
reconsider its position on these recommendations in its response 
to this final report. 

Based on management's comments and other information, we 
revised Finding D. On the basis of the Army's comments, we have 
deleted Recommendation D.3., which addressed the revision of the 
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technical support contract to reflect changes in the scope of 
work, and revised Recommendation D.l. to only require a 
verification by the actual users of the technical manuals for the 
remaining manuals not validated under the current technical 
support contract. Recommendations D.l. and D.2. in the draft 
report have been renumbered Recommendations D.2. and 0.3., 
respectively, in the final report. We also added a new 
Recommendation D. l., which addresses the need to reconcile the 
technical manual tasks to the Logistics Support Analysis Record 
data base to ensure the M9 ACE manuals are complete and 
accurate. Therefore, we request that the Army provide comments 
to Recommendation D.l. in response to the final report. We have 
also included clarifying information in Finding D. 

The Army disagreed with the potential monetary benefits 
identified in Recommendations A.l.b., C.2.a., and E.l. The 
Defense Logistics Agency disagreed with the potential monetary 
benefits in Recommendation A.3.b. We believe that these benefits 
are valid for reasons discussed in Part II of the report; 
therefore, we ask that management provide final comments on. the 
estimated monetary benefits of $10.6 million described in 
Appendix K. Potential monetary benefits are subject to 
resolution in the event of nonconcurrence or failure to comment. 

DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that all audit recommendations 
be resolved within 6 months of the date of the final report. 
Accordingly, final comments on the unresolved issues in this 
report should be provided within 60 days of the date of this 
memorandum. 

This report contains data that may be contractor 
sensitive. Therefore, the report should not be released outside 
of the Department of Defense. 

The courtesies extended to the audit staff are 
appreciated. Audit team members are listed in Appendix M. If 
you have any questions on this audit, please contact Mr. John 
Dillinger on (202) 693-0186 (AUTOVON 223-0186) or Mr. Ronald 
Mazur ik on ( 202) 693-0007 (AUTOVON 223-0007). Copies of this 
report are being provided to the activities listed in Appendix N. 

~~~~ 
Stephen A. Trodden 

istant Inspector General 
for Auditing 

Enclosures 

cc: 

Secretary of the Army 
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REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE ACQUISITION OF THE 

M9 ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER PROGRAM 


PART I - INTRODUCTION 


Background 

The M9 Armored Combat Earthmover (ACE) is a vehicle that has the 
ability to move, survive, and work with the flow of battle. The 
M9 ACE, a highly mobile and tracked vehicle, responds immediately 
to a commander's need to eliminate enemy obstacles, create 
obstacles to hinder enemy maneuvers, prepare fighting positions 
for the fighting forces, and maintain roads and supply routes. 
The M9 ACE has the ability to bulldoze, grade, excavate, haul, 
and swim in a hostile environment. The M9 ACE can self-load its 
8-cubic-yard scraper bowl with earth or palletized cargo and then 
self-eject the load. The operational requirements of the M9 ACE 
are: 

Air transportable by C-130, C-141, and C-5A aircraft; 

Capable of speeds of up to 30 miles per hour on normal, 
. dry, and level terrain; 

Capable of negotiating slopes with grades of up to 
60 percent and operating horizontally on grades of up to 
40 percent; 

Capable of being operated by one person; and 

Capable of fording streams up to 60 inches deep and 
swimming 3 miles per hour in calm water with the installation of 
an amphibious kit. 

The system's operating range (unballasted) is 200 miles over 
secondary roads and rolling terrain. The M9 ACE provides light 
armor and chemical protection for the operator and light armor 
protection to the engine, power train, and other key 
components. The M9 ACE also has a gas particulate filter unit 
that can be used in nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) 
environments. The M9 ACE has an M259 smoke grenade launcher that 
makes it capable of producing a smoke screen, which enhances 
forward area survivability. The M9 ACE can operate at night or 
with the hatch closed through the use of installed vision 
devices. 

The M9 ACE program began in 1956, and the U.S. Army Belvoir 
Research and Development Center was responsible for the early 
development of the M9 ACE program. In January 1982, the Army 
transferred the responsibility for the M9 ACE's system 



development to the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM). 
TACOM awarded a low-rate initial production contract (firm
fixed-price) for 15 vehicles to Pacific Car and Foundry Company 
(PACCAR) of Renton, Washington, in November 1982. 

In September 1985, the Army System Acquisition Review Council 
approved the acquisition of 566 M9 ACE vehicles. This follow-on 
procurement was fully competitive and resulted in a fixed-price 
(economic price adjustment) award to Bowen McLaughlin-York (BMY) 
Corporation of York, Pennsylvania, in July 1986. The basic 
contract required BMY Corporation to deliver 22 vehicles in 
fiscal year 1988, and it had priced options for an additional 
544 vehicles through fiscal year 1991. The contract with 
BMY Corporation was awarded for 566 vehicles valued at 
$222.4 million. As of February 27, 1989, the Army had exercised 
options on the contract for 302 vehicles, valued at 
$127 .1 million. In July 1986, TACOM awarded a firm
f ixed-pr ice contract to BMY Corporation for spare parts 
valued at $7.6 million. Also, TACOM used a separate competitive 
procurement process to select a contractor for technical support 
services. In March 1987, a technical support services contract 
was awarded to the AM General Corporation of the LTV Aerospace 
and Defense Company. The contract value was $10 million as of 
April 12, 1989. 

The M9 ACE Project Office manages the M9 ACE program. The 
project manager has operated under the direction of the Program 
Executive Officer, Heavy Force Modernization, for issues related 
to the program. As of July 1, 1989, these responsibilities were 
transferred to TACOM. The Army's current program costs are 
estimated at about $300 million 
estimated program costs for the 
$130 million for 257 vehicles. 

for 581 
Marine 

vehicles. The 
Corps are about 

Objectives and Scope 

The overall audit objective was to evaluate the acquisition 
management of the M9 ACE. We made the audit in accordance with 
our er i tical program management elements approach. We focused 
our evaluation on 10 elements of program management critical to 
the early production and deployment phase of the M9 ACE system 
acquisition, which included reviewing: 

threat compared to system requirements, 

adherence to the acquisition plans, 

follow-on test and evaluation plans and procedures, 

open test issues, 
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contract procedures, 

component breakout and second source decisions, 

vehicle design maturity, 

cost-estimating and analysis, 

logistics support, and 

turnover from contractor to organization support. 

Based on the results of our audit survey conducted from July 1988 
through November 1988, we determined that additional audit work 
was warranted to assess the Army's and the Marine Corps' M9 ACE 
requirements, to evaluate expanded comparison production tests 
and the program's ability to resolve open-test issues, to 
evaluate warranty provisions for cost-effectiveness and 
compliance with cognizant regulations, and to determine the 
adequacy of component breakout efforts. We also evaluated the 
effectiveness of configuration management and other procedures 
for evaluating and validating contractor technical data packages, 
the adequacy of the contract modifications for cost 
reasonableness and compliance with the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation, the adequacy of the program's technical manuals, and 
the adequacy of the program's standardization of provisioned 
vehicle parts. 

This economy and efficiency audit was conducted from July 1988 to 
May 1989 in accordance with auditing standards issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States, as implemented by the 
Inspector General, DoD, and accordingly included such tests of 
internal controls as were considered necessary. We obtained and 
reviewed data and information primarily from January 1982 through 
May 1989 to support the audit. We interviewed personnel involved 
in the acquisition of the M9 ACE system and other cognizant 
personnel. Technical assistance was provided in the audit of 
test issues, technical data package, and parts standardization by 
our Technical Support Group. A list of activities visited or 
contacted is in Appendix L. 

During the audit survey, we determined that additional audit work 
was not warranted in the areas of the threat compared to system 
requirements, adherence to the acquisition plans, cost-estimating 
and analysis, and turnqver from contractor to organization 
support. Areas included in the audit verification phase that did 
not result in significant reportable conditions were assessing 
the Army's and the Marine Corps' M9 ACE requirements, evaluating 
expanded comparison production tests and the program's ability to 
resolve open-test issues, and evaluating the effectiveness of 
configuration management and other procedures for evaluating and 
validating contractor technical data packages. In these areas, 
we did not observe any significant problems or, at the time of 
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our audit, Army management was implementing corrective action to 
resolve these problems. A discussion of these areas follows. 

Comparing Threat to System Requirements. We found that the 
current system requirements set forth in the Qualitative Material 
Requirements document adequately met the current identified 
threat. Since June 1977, the Army has been performing an 
efficiency analysis on a continuing basis to ensure that the 
system requirements address the threat. 

Adherence to the Acquisition Plans. TACOM adhered to its 
acquisition plans for the M9 ACE production, spare parts, and 
technical support contracts. The production and spare parts plan 
listed nine potential manufacturing sources that had expressed an 
interest in the M9 ACE program with a background in tracked 
tactical vehicles or earthmoving equipment. The TACOM plan 
called for a competitive one-step solicitation process and 
firm-fixed-price contracts. Both the vehicle production 
(DAAE07-86-C-Rl00) and spare parts (DAAE07-86-C-Rl01) contracts 
were awarded to BMY Corporation, and the Army generally adhered 
to the milestones set forth in the plan. In addition, TACOM 
awarded the technical support contract using fully competitive 
acquisition methods as recommended by the plan. The acquisition 
plan for satisfying the new Marine Corps M9 ACE requirements was 
not completed by the end of our audit. 

Cost-estimating and Analysis. We found that the cost 
estimate and price analysis for the M9 ACE main production 
contract for 566 vehicles generally complied with the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation and related DoD regulations, except for 
contract modifications (Finding A). The Army prepared an 
independent cost estimate and compared it to the six responsive 
bids. Also, TACOM performed adequate price analyses on 
contractors' bids and awarded the production and spare parts 
contracts on July 25, 1986, to BMY Corporation. We also found 
that the technical support contract (DAAE07-87-C-R031) awarded to 
AM General Corporation was made at a fair and reasonable price. 
TACOM performed both a technical and a price analysis assessment 
of all six responsive bidders before awarding this fixed-pr ice 
incentive contract. 

Turnover from the Contractor to Organization Support. We 
did not identify any problems in this program management area. 
The turnover from contractor to organization support was not a 
significant factor in the M9 ACE program because the Army did not 
rely on the contractor for organization support. 

Vehicle Requirements for the U.S. Army and U.S. Marine 
Corps. We found that the Army's requirement for a total of 
580 vehicles was generally reasonable and did not represent all 
Army requirements for M9 ACE's. The Army planned to use the 
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M9 ACE vehicle in light infantry divisions when vehicle 
requirements may be served best by equipment, such as the new 
prototype tractor with solid rubber track treads, which is 
currently being developed by the Marine Corps. Our discussions 
with management at the Directorate of Combat Development, 
u. S. Army Engineer School, indicated that the Army recognized 
that the use of the M9 ACE in light infantry divisions was less 
than desirable, but the Army's management believed that there was 
no better alternative at that time. The Army planned to 
reevaluate the use of the M9 ACE in the light infantry division 
after the Marine Corps completed its development effort. In 
addition, we found that the Marine Corps' requirement for 
257 M9 ACE vehicles for its armored divisions was adequately 
supported. 

Open Test Issues. The Army was still trying to achieve 
first article acceptance of the M9 ACE when the draft of this 
report was being prepared. This testing was initially conducted 
from June 1988 through August 1988 at the Aberdeen Proving Ground 
with a test series known as initial production tests ( IPT). 
During the IPT, the M9 ACE system scored low in the hardware 
reliability and maintainability requirements areas, which are 
specified in the Qualitative Materiel Requirements (QMR) document 
dated June 3, 1977. Seven major types of hardware failures 
affecting the brake and suspension systems caused the M9 ACE 
system not to meet the critical requirement of 45 mean-time hours 
between each mission failure. The M9 ACE was able to achieve a 
mean time of only 39.5 hours between mission failures. Based on 
an assessment of planned engineering change fixes, the Army 
increased the failure ratio to a mean time of 80.1 hours between 
failures. The QMR document required an overall maintenance 
ratio of 0.45 maintenance labor-hour per hour of operation. 
During IPT testing, the maintenance labor-hour per hour of 
operation reached O. 50 labor-hours. The Army estimated that it 
will be able to achieve maintenance labor-hours of 0.32 if 
planned engineering changes are successfully implemented. 

On October 19, 1988, we advised the Army's project manager and 
the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army (Operations Research) that 
the M9 ACE system had not been tested for required external 
electromagnetic interference, nuclear electromagnetic pulse, 
nuclear blast effects, and extreme cold weather operations. The 
Deputy Under Secretary of the Army (Operations Research) directed 
the project manager to report to that office on the untested 
areas recommended by the DoD Inspector General. The Deputy Under 
Secretary also approved the decision for an expanded comparison 
production test, which would test those engineering change fixes 
for the seven problems encountered during the 1988 IPT. The 
Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, granted the M9 ACE 
system release for full-rate production and limited fielding to 
the Army's engineer school, contingent upon the Army successfully 
completing the planned expanded comparison production tests. 
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This test was completed in July 1989, but no final decision 
concerning fielding had been made at the time of this report. 

The Army's program manager had the M9 ACE system tested for 
external electromagnetic interference and nuclear electromagnetic 
pulse. Initially, in February 1989, the M9 ACE system passed the 
nuclear electromagnetic pulse portion of the tests, but failed 
the external electromagnetic interference portion of these tests 
at the Army's White Sands Missile Test Range. At the time of our 
audit, the Army was preparing the formal test report. TACOM 
stated that it would evaluate the report when published and take 
any necessary action. The Army had tested the M9 ACE for 
nuclear blast resistance in June 1989. However, the test results 
were not available at the time this draft report was issued. 
Finally, the Directorate of Combat Development, U.S. Army 
Engineer's Center at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, was evaluating 
the need for fielding M9 ACE' s in extreme cold weather regions 
and was not planning any further testing of this requirement. 
According to the Engineering Center management, the Army's 
D-7 bulldozer can perform required functions in extreme cold 
weather regions instead of the M9 ACE. 

At the end of May 1989, the ongoing expanded comparison 
production tests were being conducted at the Aberdeen Proving 
Ground. Two steering bolts and two brake chamber brackets on the 
M9 ACE did not meet reliability requirements. These failures 
were two of the seven major failures that occurred during earlier 
initial production testing of the M9 ACE. To correct these 
deficiencies, the Army initiated engineering changes and related 
test plans. A preliminary engineering analysis of six other 
failures (such as final drive, sprockets, and road arms) 
indicated that they were caused by poor quality components 
supplied by BMY Corporation's subcontractors. The M9 ACE Project 
Manager was assessing the various hardware failures experienced 
during the expanded comparison test to determine the appropriate 
engineering changes. 

Configuration Management and Technical Data Package. Our 
review did not indicate that deficiencies in the Army's M9 ACE 
technical data package (TDP) would preclude a practical, 
experienced, and competent manufacturer from producing the 
system. During the audit, we reviewed the configuration 
management and the general adequacy of the TDP that the Army 
furnished to BMY Corporation for production of the M9 ACE 
system. We focused the audit on contractor preproduction 
evaluation changes to the TDP. The sample selection was aimed at 
areas of the TDP that, according to contractor management 
personnel, contained the greatest number and most significant 
problem drawings. In addition to reviewing this sample, we 
performed other reviews to ensure that other areas of the TDP 
were generally in good condition. At the suggestion of the Army 
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Materiel Command's management representative, a team reviewed a 
sample of preproduction engineering change proposals. The team 
members included representatives from the Army Materiel Command, 
TACOM, M9 ACE Project Office, Defense Logistics Agency, and DoD's 
Off ice of the Inspector General. This team reviewed 58 of 443 
total preproduction engineering change proposals involving 
417 drawings (M9 ACE system has about 2, 200 drawings). The 
majority of contractor-requested changes to the TOP were minor in 
nature to facilitate the production of the M9 ACE. Discussions 
with Army and BMY Corporation management personnel revealed that 
the M9 ACE TOP was at least as good as the three other packages 
currently being used by this contractor to build Army systems. 

Internal Controls. During the audit, we identified internal 
control weaknesses in contractor billings for technical support 
services on contract no. DAAE07-87-C-R031. We found that the 
M9 ACE Project Office did not establish internal controls to 
ensure that contractor submitted billings accurately and fairly 
represented work completed by the contractor as required by 
Federal Acquisition Regulation, subpart 42.302. Although our 
review did not disclose any significant problems from the lack of 
these controls, the M9 ACE Project Office agreed that corrective 
action was necessary and took steps to increase its monitoring of 
contractor performance. Specifically, the project office 
performed a comprehensive reconciliation of all contractor 
billings to the contractor performance cost reports. The minor 
discrepancies that were noted by the M9 ACE Project Off ice were 
corrected. The M9 ACE Project Manager has implemented procedures 
to verify each future contractor billing to ensure that work was 
actually performed before payment. 

Prior Audit Coverage 

Neither the DoD Inspector General's office nor the General 
Accounting Office has made any audits on the M9 ACE in the past 
5 years. 
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PART II - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


A. Contract Modifications 

FINDING 

The Army and the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA} contracting 
off icers had not ensured that modifications to the M9 Armored 
Combat Earthmover (ACE) production contract were being awarded at 
fair and reasonable prices. For the three contract modifications 
we audited, the contracting officers did not obtain certified 
cost and pricing data as required by the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR). They also did not perform adequate cost 
reviews on two of the three modifications. As a result, the 
contract pr ice reduction for deleting the roadwheels from the 
contract (modification P00004) was $277,163 less than a fair and 
reasonable price reduction, and a contract price increase for 
changing muffler parts (modification A00009) was overstated by 
$9,075. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. In February 1987, the Tank-Automotive Command 
(TACOM) procuring contracting officer (PCO) issued a contract 
modification deleting the roadwheels from the production 
contract. During 1988, the PCO delegated authority to DLA's 
administrative contracting officer (ACO) to negotiate all 
production contract modifications regarding engineering change 
proposals and value engineering change proposals with Bowen 
McLaughlin-York (BMY) Corporation. As of March 1989, we audited 
three priced contract modifications exceeding $100,000, 
which were awarded to BMY Corporation for the M9 ACE 
production contract as shown below. 

Contract Negotiated 
Modification Date Contract Purpose of 

Number Definitized Adjustment Modification 

P00004 .!/ February 28, 1987 $3,279,542 Roadwheef s (component breakout) 

A00007 .!/ February 2, 1989 726,367 Value Engineering Changes 

A00009 February 27, 1989 373,272 Engineering Changes 

Total $4!379! 181 

ll Contract modifications P00004 and A00007 were reductions to 
the contract price. 
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Further, six additional proposed contract modifications with an 
estimated value of $2.8 million were being negotiated between 
the ACO and BMY Corporation to incorporate engineering changes 
into the production contract. 

The FAR 15.804 states that certified cost or pricing data be 
obtained from the contractor when the modification of any 
contract is expected to exceed $100,000, whether or not cost or 
pricing data were initially required. Also, FAR 15.805 states 
that in the cost analysis of the contractor's proposal, the 
contracting officer is to use the data that were available to the 
contractor and is responsible for ensuring that the overall price 
offered is fair and reasonable. From August 18, 1986, to June 4, 
1987, the Department of Defense Supplement to the FAR (DFARS) 
215.805-5 stated that contracting officers are to request field 
pricing support for contracts and modifications resulting from 
proposals exceeding $100,000 for firm-fixed-price contracts, 
$250,000 for fixed-price incentive contracts, and $500,000 for 
cost-type contracts. On June 4, 1987, a change to the DFARS 
increased the amounts to $500,000 for firm-fixed-price and fixed
price incentive contracts and $1 million for cost-type contracts. 

Results of Audit. The contracting officers did not achieve 
a fair and reasonable price on modifications P00004 and A00009. 
This occurred because the contracting officers did not require 
certified cost or pricing data and did not perform adequate cost 
analyses of these modifications as required by FAR 15.804 and 
15.805. In addition, the contracting officers did not prepare or 
maintain an adequate price negotiation memorandum as required by 
FAR 15.808. 

Pr ice Reasonableness. Even though the ACO did not obtain 
certified cost or pricing data, contract modification A00007 for 
value engineering changes of the M9 ACE castings was awarded at a 
fair and reasonable price. However, contract modifications 
P00004 and A00009 were not awarded for a fair and reasonable 
price as discussed below. 

Contract Modification P00004. The Army's October 1, 
1986, letter to BMY Corporation requested information, including 
a vendor price quotation, for negotiating a price reduction to 
the production contract for eliminating roadwheels from the 
contract. On October 15, 1986, BMY Corporation submitted a 
proposal for * , which was based on a subcontractor's 
(JAY-EM Corporation) quote, dated September 26, 1986. The PCO 
relied on uncertified data, instead of obtaining certified cost 
and pricing data as required by FAR 15.804 for this contract 
modification. Also, the PCO did not request field pricing 
support as required by DFARS 215.805-5. We obtained the original 
cost and pricing data, dated July 8, 1986, used to support the 
basic production contract, which was awarded on 
July 25, 1986. BMY Corporation offered to clarify these cost and 
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pricing data to TACOM at the time of the basic production 
contract award, but TACOM did not request the data because the 
award was made on a competitive basis. We found that the 
contractor applied an escalation factor to the basic roadwheel 
costs in later production years. The PCO did not apply these 
same escalation factors in computing the price reduction for the 
roadwheels. As a result, the PCO accepted a price reduction of 
$277,163 less than was appropriate (see Appendix A). 

Contract Modification A00009. On March 31, 1988, 
BMY Corporation submitted a net cost proposal of * for an 
approved engineering change to modify the muffler part. The 
muffler part was a portion of a total net proposal of * 
(gross absolute value was $373,272, which is the total value of 
engineering changes without considering whether they are 
increases or decreases) for multiple engineering changes. As 
late as January 1989, the ACO reviewed the cost proposal, which 
included an old quote (dated May 8, 1987) from * 
depending on quantity, for the muffler part. On February 27, 
1989, the ACO awarded contract modi f ica tion A00009 to 
BMY Corporation for a $34,619 negotiated contract adjustment, of 
which $3,126 was for the engineering change to modify the muffler 
part. The ACO did not obtain certified cost and pricing data to 
ensure that the contractor provided current, complete, and 
accurate cost and pr icing data. Further, the Defense Contract 
Audit Agency issued Report Number 6291-8C240001-9-21, "Audit 
Report on Estimating System Survey," October 28, 1988, that 
stated BMY Corporation's estimating policies and procedures were 
too vague and obsolete to serve as a useful tool in the 
estimating process. We requested the latest vendor quotes for 
the muffler part from BMY Corporation and were provided a 
May 8, 1987, subcontractor quote ranging from * , 
depending on the quantity purchased. Through the auditor's 
direct contact with the subcontractor, we found that a later 
quote had been in effect since August 1987 for * , 
depending on the quantity purchased. This quote was effective 
before the Government and BMY Corporation negotiated modification 
A00009. As a result of not using this later, lower quote, the 
contractor overcharged the Government by * '• (This includes 
the applicable overhead costs and prof it added to the differences 
in the material quotes for the remaining options for 
* vehicles.) This overcharge would result in a price reduction 

of * rather than a contract price 
increase of * for the engineering change to modify the 
muffler part. When we told the ACO about this situation, the ACO 
agreed to review contract modification A00009 and to seek 
possibly a lower price for the muffler parts. 

Price Negotiation Memorandums. FAR 15.808 requires 
that a price negotiation memorandum be prepared at the conclusion 
of each negotiation of an initial or revised pr ice. Also, the 
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contracting officer is to prepare promptly a memorandum of the 
principal elements of the price negotiation and include the 
memorandum in the contract file. The PCO was unable to locate 
the price negotiation memorandum for contract modification 
P00004, but the PCO claimed that the memorandum had been 
prepared. In addition, we found that the price negotiation 
memorandums for contract modifications A00007 and A00009 were 
inadequate. The ACO gave us handwritten comments on 
prenegotiation memorandums and working papers as the price 
negotiation memorandums. However, the ACO did not summarize the 
results of negotiations and did not include all of the required 
information, such as the contractor and Government negotiators, 
the current status of the contractor's purchasing system, and the 
rationale for not requiring certified cost or pricing data. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 

1. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive 
Command, direct the contracting officer for the M9 Armored Combat 
Earthmover to: 

a. Obtain certified cost and pricing data on all contract 
modifications valued at $100,000 or more and prepare price 
negotiation memorandums as set forth in Federal Acquisition 
Regulation 15.804 and 15.808. 

b. Seek a voluntary reduction of $277,163 from 
Bowen McLaughlin-York Corporation for modification P00004 of 
contract number DAAE07-86-C-RlOO. 

2. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive 
Command reemphasize formally to contracting officers the need to 
fully pursue all of the proposal analysis and field pr icing 
support requirements of Federal Acquisition Regulation 15.805 and 
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 215.805-5, 
respectively. 

3. We recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency, 
direct the administrative contracting officer at the Defense 
Contract Administration Services Management Area, Reading, 
Bowen McLaughlin-York Corporation Residence Off ice, to: 

a. Obtain certified cost and pricing data on all contract 
modifications valued at $100,000 or more and prepare price 
negotiation memorandums as set forth in Federal Acquisition 
Regulation 15.804 and 15.808. 

b. Obtain a voluntary reduction of $9,075 from 
Bowen McLaughlin-York Corporation for modification A00009 of 
contract number DAAE07-86-C-Rl00. 
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4. we recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency, 
reemphasize formally to the administrative contracting officers 
at the Defense Contract Administration Services Management Area, 
Reading, the need to fully pursue all of the proposal analysis 
requirements of Federal Acquisition Regulation 15.805. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The Army concurred with Recommendation A.l.a. and will issue a 
Procurement Feedback letter by October 15, 1989, calling 
attention to the FAR requirement for certified cost or pricing 
data and preparation of price negotiation memorandums. The Army 
nonconcurred with Recommendation A.l.b. and associated potential 
monetary benefits to seek a voluntary reduction of $277,163 from 
the contractor. The Army stated that escalation factors were 
used in computing its negotiation position for the roadwheel 
contract price reduction and that requesting a voluntary 
reduction would be inconsistent with the facts contained in the 
contract file. The Army concurred with Recommendation A.2. and 
stated that by October 15, 1989, it will issue a Procurement 
Feedback Letter calling attention to the recommended FAR and 
DFARS requirements for proposal analysis and field pricing 
support. The complete text of management's comments is in 
Appendix I. 

The Defense Logistics Agency concurred with Recommendations 
A.3.a. and A.4. and on August 22, 1989, issued letters to all 
administrative contracting officers to familiarize themselves 
with the requirements of FAR 15.804, 15.805, and 15.808. The 
Defense Logistics Agency concurred with Recommendation A.3.b. 
that modification A00009 was overstated, but nonconcurred with 
the voluntary reduction amount of $9,075. The Agency agreed to 
negotiate with BMY Corporation to obtain a voluntary refund in 
the amount of $3,657.70. This reduction was based on the prices 
that were in effect at the time material orders were placed and 
using the time phasing of purchases. The full text of 
management's comments is in Appendix J. 

AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The Army stated that information in the contract file does not 
support a price reduction for contract modification P00004. We 
agree that the PCO requested BMY Corporation to furnish 
additional pricing data since what it originally submitted was 
considered insufficient. BMY Corporation furnished these cost 
back-up data, but the Army did not ask the contractor to certify 
the cost and pricing data. Also, the Army did not request 
explanations of cost methodology associated with the cost data, 
nor did BMY Corporation voluntarily provide its cost methodology 
concerning the roadwheels as pr iced in the original best and 
final offer on the original production contract. 
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We agree that the Army PCO used escalation factors in computing 
the Government's negotiation position for the roadwheel contract 
price reduction. However, the Army's escalation method was not 
the same as the method used by BMY Corporation to develop its 
original price for the basic production contract, which was 
awarded on July 25, 1986. The Army used an escalation technique 
that computed the percent of change between contract line items 
and applied this escalation factor to the subcontractor quote of 

* per roadwheel for each contract line item to arrive at the 
Army's negotiation goal. We used the same technique for pricing 
the roadwheel reduction that BMY Corporation used to support the 
basic production contract. This technique called for the base 
subcontractor quote of * per roadwheel to be escalated for the 
later option contract line i tern roadwheel cost by the pr ice 
escalation factors set forth in the * 
* We then applied the same decrementing factors * 

* for each contract line i tern used by 
BMY Corporation to arrive at its best and final offer. The 
resulting costs per Army PCO and per audit are shown in 
Appendix A and reflect that the Army negotiated a contract 
reduction of $277,163 less than appropriate. Since our methods 
of computation were based upon the same technique and percentage 
factors originally used by BMY Corporation during its best and 
final offer for the original production contract, we continue to 
feel that Recommendation A.l.b. and the associated potential 
monetary benefits have merit. We request that the Army 
reconsider its response to Recommendation A.l.b. and the 
associated potential monetary benefits and provide additional 
comments in response to the final report. 

We still believe that the voluntary reduction of $9,075 from BMY 
Corporation for modification A00009 is appropriate. On 
September 6, 1989, the ACO informed us that a $3,657.70 reduction 
for modification A00009 actually represented all $4,135 
recommended by us for the muffler parts and only included three 
of the five option contract line items recommended by us. We 
disagree with the approach not to seek a voluntary reduction for 
the final two contract line items of $4,940. Our computation was 
based on BMY Corporation's making phased or incremental buys of 
the muffler parts. Also, the production contract includes an 
economic pr ice adjustment provision for each option line i tern. 
After discussing these points with the ACO, the ACO agreed to 
initiate negotiations with BMY Corporation and seek a price 
reduction for the muffler parts in the final two options. We 
request that DLA provide the results of negotiations in its 
response to the final report. 
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B. Warranty 

FINDING 

The Army has established the M9 ACE's warranty deductible 
thresholds at high levels, which lessens the opportunity for the 
Army to recover costs against the warranty. This situation 
occurred because the Army did not perform a cost review and 
analysis of the contractor's proposed warranty price of $806 per 
vehicle as required by Army Regulation 700-139, "Army Warranty 
Program Concepts and Policies," April 10, 1986, before awarding 
the contract. After the contract was awarded, the M9 ACE Project 
Off ice used inadequate information and data to support the 
contract's estimated warranty deductible threshold. Also, the 
Army did not use similar experience from 11 other Tank-Automotive 
Command (TACOM) systems. In addition, the contractor had not 
given conveyance warranties for subcontractors' parts and 
components to the Army as required by the M9 ACE production 
contract. As a result, the Army may incur at least $456,196 for 
warranty coverage on its 566 M9 ACE vehicles without obtaining 
any real coverage to ensure against risks, since the probability 
of reaching the failure thresholds is remote. If the Army 
contracts for a warranty for the Marine Corps' 257 M9 ACE 
vehicles on the same basis, the Government may spend an 
additional $207,142 without any real warranty coverage. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. The 1984 DoD Appropriations Act, section 794, 
required written warranty coverage on all weapon systems. New 
warranty legislation, effective January 1985 (United States Code, 
title 10, section 2403), revised the requirements of 
section 794. The Army's policy incorporating the new warranty 
requirements was issued in Army Regulation 700-139. This 
regulation (Chapter 4, section I I 4-3. a.) states that before 
contracting for a warranty, a cost-effectiveness analysis is 
required to determine the value of potential benefits received in 
comparison to the contract cost of the warranty, plus the Army's 
cost of administration and execution. 

On July 25, 1986, the Army procured the M9 ACE's warranty as part 
of the basic production contract (DAAE07-86-C-Rl00) at a unit 
cost of $806 per vehicle for 566 vehicles, or a total cost of 
$456,196. The Army purchased an expected failure warranty for 
the M9 ACE vehicle, which means that a specific number of 
failures (threshold) must occur within a stated time before the 
contractor is required to reimburse the Army for the costs to fix 
a failure. Army Regulation 700-139 (Chapter 4, section I 4-2.a.) 
states that the use of the expected failure concept requires the 
Army and the supplier to have confidence that the reliability 
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factors will yield a given quantity of failures during the 
warranty period. Failures above these threshold levels are 
intended to be covered by the warranty. 

The M9 ACE's warranty was based on an expected failure rate for 
the basic contract and each of the six options. For example, the 
warranty for the basic contract (22 vehicles) allowed a total of 
100 allowable defects during an 18-month period ~/ before the 
expected failure threshold would be breached and warranty 
coverage would go into ef feet to allow cost recovery by the 
Army. Specific thresholds for the basic contract and each 
contract option are outlined in Appendix B. After the threshold 
has been breached, the warranty covers repairing and replacing 
defective parts at the organizational maintenance level. The 
prime contractor reimburses the Army for the costs of associated 
material and labor. The cost of the warranty in the M9 ACE 
production contract is only for the contractor's administrative 
burden. 

Warranty Cost-Effectiveness Study. The warranty cost-
effectiveness study was not done before the award of the M9 ACE 
production contract, as required by Army Regulation 700-139. 
However, the project office performed a limited study to address 
warranty cost-effectiveness about 4 months after the production 
contract was awarded. Our review of this limited study indicated 
that the M9 ACE's reliability data covered 15 parts (9 of 
15 parts were based only on estimates) that the project off ice 
considered er i tical depot level repair i terns. These 15 parts 
were selected from the 4,204 total parts for the M9 ACE system. 
These 15 parts were used to calculate the expected part failure 
rates for the M9 ACE. We were unable to verify part failure 
rates for any of these parts to supporting documentation. 
Further, the M9 ACE Project Office did not provide detailed 
support for figures that were included in the warranty cost 
model, and it did not provide adequate records to support the 
reasonableness of its total defect calculation. We did not find 
any other studies or analyses from either the contractor or the 
Army that would support the basis for the warranty deductible 
thresholds. As a result, the Army was unable to support the 
cost-effectiveness of the M9 ACE warranty. 

Warranty Threshold Experience. TACOM' s Maintenance Off ice 
tracked contract warranty data, such as warranty costs, number of 
claims submitted, and amount reimbursed by contractors. Since 
1979, TACOM had established 11 similar threshold-type warranties 
for other systems or major system components; 2 of these 
warranties were with the same contractor as the M9 ACE. 
Although the Army submitted claims to contractors, none of the 

~/ The warranty covers an 18-month period starting from the date 
the Government accepted the vehicle. 
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11 contract warranty thresholds had been breached to allow for 
recovery under these warranties. Like the M9 ACE warranty, 6 of 
the 11 system warranties were priced separately in their 
respective contracts. The total value of these six contract 
warranties was $15.2 million. A discussion with TACOM and M9 ACE 
Project Off ice management personnel disclosed that the warranty 
experience of these 11 systems was not considered when making a 
decision on the M9 ACE system warranty. 

Proposal Warranty Cost Basis. The Army procured the 
M9 ACE's warranty as part of the basic production contract 
(DAAE07-86-C-Rl00). The contract was awarded under the 
competitive sections of the Federal Acquisition Regulation. The 
initial bid proposal reflected a warranty cost of * per 
vehicle. The contractor calculated the cost of * based on 
an estimate of the number of personnel that would be dedicated to 
warranty administration for the M9 ACE vehicle. The prime 
contractor reduced the warranty price on the best and final offer 
from * - * 

* 
* 

BMY Corporation management personnel stated that because some 
basic or minimal level of labor costs would always be applied to 
the M9 ACE, * 

* Even though the award was made in a competitive 
environment, the contractor did offer, but did not provide, 
detailed price data to TACOM. 

Proposed Warranty Guidance. During our audit, the Army 
Materiel Command appeared to recognize the problem of being 
unable to obtain cost-effective warranties. We discussed 
warranty problems with both the Army Materiel Command (March 
1989) and the TACOM (September 1988) warranty management 
personnel. They stated that structuring cost-effective 
warranties has been recognized as a problem. They also stated 
that several audit reports cited problems with the Army 
warranties regarding cost-effectiveness and the validity of 
warranty data collected. A large portion of the problem was the 
reliability of the warranty data received. The Army units in 
the field were reluctant to fill out and submit the required 
information for warranty claims. In some cases, warranty claims 
were submitted, but they did not contain reliable information. 
For example, this problem was noted in DoD Inspector General 
Audit Report No. 89-042, "Acquisition of the Army's 5-Ton Truck," 
December 23, 1988. Based on the Army's experiences with 
warranties over the past 5 years and recommendations in prior 
audit reports on the subject, the Army Materiel Command has 
initiated action to revise Army Regulation 700-139 to include 
more complete details of warranty concepts and to develop a way 
to obtain contract warranty data through existing Army automated 
systems. 
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Conveyance warranties. The production contract 
(OAAE07-86-C-Rl00) provides that warranties offered by 
subcontractors for parts and components to the prime contractor 
are conveyed to the Government. For example, we found that such 
conveyance warranties were available on the engine and 
transmission. However, our audit disclosed that the Army did not 
make any attempt to obtain a schedule of all parts and components 
covered by a conveyance warranty. Also, we found that the prime 
contractor had not provided the Army any conveyance warranty data 
and the Army had not set forth its conveyance warranty rights in 
the M9 ACE technical manuals. When we told the prime contractor 
about the contract clause on conveyance warranty rights, the 
contractor immediately initiated action to identify all parts and 
components with conveyance warranty coverage. In May 1989, 
TACOM's management personnel advised us that they would initiate 
action to obtain all conveyance warranty data for the M9 ACE from 
the prime contractor. 

Conclusion. The M9 ACE Project Office procured a 
$456,196 warranty to comply with legal requirements of warranty 
legislation passed in 1984 and 1985. However, this warranty was 
not reviewed before the contract was awarded to determine whether 
the warranty was cost-effective. Further, TACOM had experience 
with 11 systems with similar warranties (2 of the 11 were 
BMY Corporation contract warranties), that if analyzed, would 
have indicated a problem with using this type of threshold 
warranty. As a result, the Army may not receive any real 
warranty coverage from its current M9 ACE warranty. Also, the 
Army was planning to procure 257 more vehicles for the Marine 
Corps at the end of our audit. If the Army procures the Marine 
Corps' vehicle warranty in a similar manner, the Government may 
spend an additional $207,142 without any real warranty coverage. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

1. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command, 
complete its recently initiated actions to revise Army Regulation 
700-139 to clarify policy on warranty issues. This revision 
should outline basic cost-effectiveness considerations for 
threshold-type warranties, such as the need to use the best 
available reliability data for the system's parts or components 
and to use warranty experience from other programs. 

2. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive 
Command: 

a. Direct the contracting officer either to obtain an 
appropriate warranty threshold based on a complete and accurate 
cost-effectiveness study or to request a voluntary refund for the 
existing warranty from the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover 
manufacturer. 
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b. Direct the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover Project Office to 
perform a cost-effectiveness review as required by Army 
Regulation 700-139 before contracting for Marine Corps' vehicle 
warranty requirements. 

c. Direct the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover Project Manager 
to identify all of the Army's conveyance warranty rights under 
production contract number DAAE07-86-C-Rl00. After this action 
is completed, update the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover maintenance 
manuals to make the conveyance warranty information available to 
Army maintenance personnel in the field. 

d. Require that cost-effectiveness reviews of all contract 
warranty cost proposals be properly supported with accurate cost 
information in accordance with Army Regulation 700-139. As part 
of these reviews, use warranty experience from other programs and 
use the best available reliability data for the system's parts or 
components. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The Army concurred with all recommendations and stated that 
corrective actions would be completed on all warranty 
recommendations between September 30, 1989, and February 28, 
1990. 

The Army concurred in principle with the potential savings of up 
to $456, 196 for the Army's current production contract and a 
potential cost avoidance of up to $207,142 if the Army contracts 
for Marine Corps vehicles on the same basis. However, exact 
potential monetary benefits will not be available until the 
warranty cost-effectiveness study is completed, and a formal 
commitment is received from the Marine Corps. A complete text of 
Management's comments is in Appendix I. 

AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

We consider the Army comments fully responsive to the 
recommendations. 
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C. Component Breakout 

FINDING 

The Project Off ice for the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover (ACE) did 
not adequately pursue a detailed component breakout program as 
required by the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation 
Supplement (DFARS) 217.7202. Although the project office 
performed a limited review of the production contract before 
contract award, only three major items (engine, final drive, and 
transmission) were reviewed, and they were not broken out because 
time did not permit breakout before the planned competitive 
contract award. Further, the limited review was not supplemented 
by records that showed net cost savings and analysis to support a 
favorable or unfavorable breakout. We estimated that breakout of 
six selected components to the original equipment manufacturers 
would save the Government about $8.5 million during the remaining 
life of the M9 ACE production program. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. Component breakout is the process of the 
Government acquiring production components directly from a 
manufacturer and furnishing them to the end-item prime contractor 
for incorporation in the end-items. "Components" include 
subsystems, assemblies, subassemblies, and other major elements 
of an end-i tern. Component breakout may decrease the cost of a 
system because the prime contractor's indirect costs and profit 
are reduced or eliminated. The project manager for the M9 ACE 
was responsible for determining the feasibility and cost
effectiveness of component breakout for the M9 ACE. 

Policy. DoD encourages component breakout whenever 
substantial net cost savings can be achieved and if such action 
wi 11 not jeopardize the quality, reliability, performance, or 
timely delivery of the end-item. DFARS 217.7202 states that the 
desirability of component breakout should be considered 
regardless of whether the prime contract is based on price 
competition or inadequate competition. The regulation further 
states that a component is normally a candidate for breakout if 
its procurement cost is expected to exceed $1 million for the 
current year's requirement. 

DFARS 217. 7202-4 states that any decision regarding whether or 
not to break out a component must include an assessment of the 
potential risks of degrading the end-item, such as delayed 
delivery and reduced reliability of the component; a calculation 
of estimated net cost savings (i.e., estimated acquisition 
savings less any offsetting costs); and an analysis of the 
technical, operational, logistical, and administrative factors 
involved. 
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Breakout Planning. The M9 ACE Project Off ice performed a 
limi tef/ review of component breakout candidates. In March 
1986 - , the project office decided to break out some minor 
items, such as the AN/VRC-64 radio harness kit and the gas 
particulate filter. Also, the engine, the final drive, and the 
transmission were identified as breakout items during this 
review. These i terns were not recommended for breakout because 
the acquisition strategy called for a 1-year competitive 
procurement with five priced options, and the project office did 
not have enough time to break out the three components before the 
planned contract award date of August 1986. The problems, risks, 
and decisions were not supported by detailed records that showed 
net cost savings and analysis to support a breakout decision as 
required by DFARS 217.7202. 

Potential Breakout Candidates. Our review of the M9 ACE' s 
production bill of materials disclosed six potential breakout 
candidates that met the criteria stated in DFARS 217.7202. These 
six are the engine, transmission, track shoe assembly, corner 
rotary actuator, interior rotary actuator, and steering unit. We 
presented these candidates to the project off ice for an 
evaluation of their suitability for breakout. In December 1988, 
the project office cited four major factors for not considering 
these i terns, as well as a more extensive component breakout 
program. These factors were: 

In the early production years, the M9 ACE Project Office 
did not pursue breakout because the technical data package was 
redrawn with new design specifications, and it considered 
breakout a risk that might adversely af feet the program's cost 
and schedule. For the later program years, breakout was not 
warranted because it would have required awarding and 
administering new contracts with vendors and negotiating with the 
prime contractor in a sole-source environment. 

The Army would probably bear the expense to resolve a 
first article test issue for the M9 ACE vehicle if the contractor 
claimed that the Government-furnished component caused the 
problem. 

The Army would be responsible for any problems associated 
with Government-furnished components that affect the contractor's 
ability to meet production delivery schedules. Currently, the 
contractor is responsible for resolving these problems at no cost 
to the Army. 

The Army would incur additional management and 
administrative costs to perform the breakout study and to award 
and manage separate contracts for items selected for breakout. 

ii This March 1986 component breakout review superseded an 
earlier July 1983 review. 
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These management costs may be greater than the potential savings 
achieved from eliminating the contractor's markup costs. 

DFARS 217.7202 provides guidelines and criteria, in addition to 
information on net savings, to consider in making a decision on 
component breakout. These factors include design stability, 
quality, reliability, and performance. Further, if conditions 
are currently unfavorable to breakout, the feasibility of 
eliminating such conditions should be considered. 

In discussions with staff engineers of the M9 ACE Project Office, 
it was disclosed that most of the previously claimed difficulties 
for the Army's potential breakout candidates have been, or could 
be, resolved. Since the production contract was awarded in 
July 1986, the contractor's production line was established, and 
it has been producing M9 ACE vehicles. The six potential 
breakout items have not been experiencing any significant 
problems during the M9 ACE' s performance tests. Further, our 
discussion with BMY Corporation's management personnel did not 
indicate any subcontractor delivery or technical problems for 
these six components. 

We considered the engine a good candidate for breakout. The 
M9 ACE uses the same VT 903 model engine block as the Bradley 
Fighting Vehicle. The engine for both vehicles is produced by 
the same company, and they are manufactured on the same 
production line. The engine manufacturer said that the same 
costing base is used for all VT 903 model engines. Therefore, 
the Government would be charged the same pr ice as the 
BMY Corporation. The Bradley engine was being procured as a 
breakout item on a separate contract. The Army's buyer for the 
Bradley engine told us that she saw few problems in adding the 
M9 ACE engine as a line item to the contract. 

We also noted that on March 18, 1986, the Under Secretary of the 
Army sent a letter to TACOM advising it of the need to 
consolidate roadwheel requirements for all tracked vehicles and 
to furnish the roadwheels to the prime contractor as Government
furnished material. The M9 ACE Project Off ice did not plan to 
break out the roadwheels, but amended the M9 ACE production 
contract to allow for breakout of the roadwheels. We estimated 
that the Army will save at least $1 million over the life cycle 
of the M9 ACE program from breakout of the roadwheels. 

Management Costs. DFARS 217. 7202 states that estimates of 
potential savings should be developed for each case considering 
any estimated offsetting costs, such as contracting, contract 
administration, material inspection, transportation, and 
technical support. {See DFARS 217. 7202-4b[ 12] for a complete 
list.) 
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We asked the Army Materiel Command's and TACOM' s personnel if 
they had developed a method to determine the management costs 
associated with breakout. The Army stated that it did not have a 
standardized method of developing cost estimates for the 
management cost burden for determining the net cost savings. The 
Army considered current guidance adequate; however, it had not 
developed costs for breakout programs. We were able to identify 
and obtain component breakout cost study methodology for 
systems within the U.S. Naval Air Systems Command. We found 
three ! 1 systems that the Navy had used as a basis for estimating 
management costs associated with breaking out components for 
direct Government procurement. The additional Government 
management costs associated with component breakout averaged 
5. 7 percent of the component's total procurement cost for the 
three Navy breakout cases. (See Appendix C for details.) 

Potential Savings. A potential net savings of about 
$4.3 million in contractor markup costs for six components could 
be realized for the remainder of the Army's program. The Army 
has exercised contract options for 302 of the 566 vehicles on 
the M9 ACE production contract; therefore, savings may be 
achieved for the remaining 264 vehicles and associated spare 
parts. In addition, the Marine Corps plans to ask the Army to 
procure 257 vehicles, and as a result, a potential net savings of 
about $4. 2 million could be realized if the 6 components were 
broken out for these vehicles. Therefore, the combined savings 
from the Army's and the Marine Corps' programs would be 
$8.5 million from eliminating the contractor's indirect cost and 
profit associated with subcontracted items (Appendix D). We also 
adjusted the potential benefits by offset ting Government 
management costs for procuring the components as Government
furnished equipment and providing the components to the 
contractor. We consider the $8. 5 million to be a minimum 
savings because we expect the 5.7-percent offsetting costs to be 
less for the VT903 engine due to the Army purchasing a similar 
engine for the Bradley Fighting Vehicle as a breakout component. 

Army Breakout Guidance. In previous DoD Inspector General 
audit reports, we reported problems concerning interpretation or 
implementation of the DFARS 217.7202 component breakout 
guidance. The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, 
Development and Acquisition) considered the current 
DFARS 217. 7 202 guidance adequate. However, the Army Materiel 

!/ The three Navy systems were the F/A-18 auxiliary power unit, 
engine; AN/ALR-76, Electronic Support Measures; and 88A HARM 
missile rocket motor. 
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Command was developing special guidance to be included in the 
Army Materiel Command FAR Supplement to further define and more 
fully address the DFARS requirement for component breakout in the 
acquisition plans. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 

1. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command, 
continue to develop and implement a detailed component breakout 
program for its major commands to use when estimating the 
Government management costs associated with breakout. These 
efforts should include a revision of the U.S. Army Materiel 
Command's Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement to 
clarify the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation 
Supplement 217.7202 guidance regarding component breakout and 
include the offsets for estimated management costs associated 
with these decisions, such as those developed by the Naval Air 
Systems Command component breakout model. 

2. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive 
Command: 

a. Evaluate and justify decisions on the six possible 
breakout candidates identified in this report and determine if 
they warrant breakout for the program as required by Defense 
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 217.7202, including 
offsets for estimated management costs associated with these 
decisions, such as those developed by the Navy's component 
breakout model. 

b. Perform an evaluation of the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover 
program to identify any other candidates for component breakout 
following the guidelines of Defense Federal Acquisition 
Regulation Supplement 217.7202. Document and justify the 
decisions for all breakout candidates identified. 

c. Establish policies, procedures, and controls that will 
ensure compliance with Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation 
Supplement 217.7202 regarding component breakout for future 
acquisitions within your Command. Examples of controls are the 
use of random reviews or checklists to ensure these policies and 
procedures are followed. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The Army did not respond to Recommendation C.1. to develop and 
implement a detailed component breakout program to use when 
estimating the Government management costs associated with 
breakout. We request that the Army provide comments on this 
recommendation when responding to the final report. 
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The Army concurred with Recommendation C.2.a. to evaluate and 
justify decisions on the six possible candidates identified in 
this report and determine if they warrant breakout. Also, the 
Army stated that "The FAR states, however, that breakout will be 
considered when an end i tern award is not based on adequate 
competition." In the case of the M9 ACE award, it was a fixed
price competitive award. Further, the Army stated that the 
M9 ACE Program Manager had performed an appropriate analysis of 
these six breakout candidates, but determined that breakout was 
not feasible in 1984 because the technical data package had not 
adequately matured. It also stated that producibility problems 
resulting in design changes were anticipated and did occur. 
However, the Army stated that while breakout was deemed 
impractical for the current acquisition, it would consider the 
feasibility of component breakout on future buys and thoroughly 
document decisions reached on breakout candidates. 

The Army concurred with Recommendation C.2.b. to identify other 
candidates for component breakout. The Army also concurred in 
part with Recommendation C.2.c. and stated that the policy in 
DFARS 217. 7202 is adequate. However, the Army stated it would 
amplify the Component Breakout Program regulatory guidance in 
Army's guidance by January 2, 1990. Also, the "Additional Facts" 
section of its reply stated that the Army Tank-Automotive Command 
issued a policy memorandum incorporating a checklist for 
verifying compliance with acquisition policies and the checklist 
will be used during the development of acquisition plans for all 
vehicles. The Army nonconcur red with the potential monetary 
benefits because the program may be adversely affected by 
breakout of components and because future analysis of the Marine 
Corps buy may show benefits not recognized at the present time. 
The complete text of management's comments is in Appendix I. 

AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The actions that management plans to take on Recommendations 
C.2.b. and C.2.c. are considered responsive. 

we agree with management's statement that breakout will be 
considered when an end item award is not based on adequate 
competition. Also, we believe that component breakout is not 
limited to items from noncompetitive awards. The DoD Inspector 
General's position on this point is based upon an Army decision 
made in July 1988 concerning breakout of storage racks for the 
MlAl tank. In a July 21, 1988, Army Materiel Command letter (AMC 
No. 08623), the Command stated "that the DFARS neither prohibits 
nor mandates breakout of competitively procured components, but 
encourages such action when it offers the potential for 
significant benefit to the Government." We concltlded that 
DFARS 217.7202 encourages breakout when the end-item procurements 
are made on the basis of price competition whenever it offers the 
potential for significant benefit to the Government. 
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We disagree that the Army Tank-Automotive Command's 1984 
component breakout was appropriate because it did not include an 
adequate net cost savings and analysis to support a breakout 
decision as required by DFARS 217. 7202. In this 1984 breakout 
study, the Army concluded that the level of risk was unacceptable 
due to an unstable technical data package. Also, the Army 
believed that, by the time the third year of the multiyear 
production contract was reached, the design and production 
problems would have stabilized to the point where they could be 
considered viable for breakout. However, breakout in the middle 
of a multiyear production contract was not considered feasible 
because adequate cost consideration could not be obtained during 
sole-source negotiations with the prime contractor. 

We agree that the M9 ACE's technical risks were high during the 
first years of production and would stabilize in the later 
years. Our discussions with personnel from BMY Corporation in 
May 1989 and the subcontractors of the six components in July 
1989 indicated that the types of delivery and technical problems 
encountered during limited production were normal for a new 
production line. Also, they indicated that these problems on the 
six components did not impact the production schedules because 
the M9 ACE was still correcting problems identified during the 
1988 Initial Production Test. We recommended breakout for the 
last 2 years of the multiyear contract because: 

The Army considered the technical data package stable 
enough to change its acquisition strategy from a two-step to a 
one-step procurement action in 1986. 

The Army considered the design stable enough to allow the 
contractor to begin full-rate production in January 1989. 

The Army already set the precedent for this multiyear 
contract because it broke out the roadwheels in February 1987 
after the multiyear contract was awarded in July 1986. 

Also, the Army's reply stated that in June 1989, Cummins Engine 
Company advised BMY Corporation that any future purchases of 
engines would result in a * per unit price increase. 
However, in August 1989, Cummins Engine Company informed 
BMY Corporation that it agreed to honor its original price. 

We considered the Army's response to Recommendation C.2.a. and 
the associated potential monetary benefits not be be totally 
responsive. Although the Army has agreed to perform and 
thoroughly document evaluations on future M9 ACE procurement 
actions, we continue to feel that TACOM should complete its 
component breakout study of the six proposed breakout candidates 
and should fully document if breakout would be beneficial for the 
last 2 years of the multiyear production contract. We, 
therefore, request that the Army reconsider its opinion and 
provide additional comments to the final report. 
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o. 	 Technical Manuals 

FINDING 

The Army did not receive accurate, complete, and timely technical 
manuals for the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover (ACE) vehicle from 
the technical support_ contractor. This condition occurred 
because the Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM) and M9 ACE Project 
Off ice did not adequately make proper contract preaward 
decisions. Also, they neither oversaw that contract 
administration of the technical support contractor was performed 
adequately nor ensured that a complete validation and 
verification of the manuals was accomplished as required by 
DoD Instruction 4151.9, "DoD Technical Manual Program 
Management." As a result, adequate manuals may not be available 
to the Army to complete its training plan and to support the 
current M9 ACE fielding date of October 1989. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 42.302 
states that contract administration responsibilities include 
surveillance and quality assurance. The procuring contracting 
officer (PCO) at TACOM retained the contract administration 
function for the technical manuals. The M9 ACE Project Off ice 
divided responsibilities among the Publication Division, 
Maintenance Division, and the M9 ACE Project Off ice for 
monitoring the contractor's performance in developing and 
updating the technical manuals. The three major categories of 
manuals were the Operator Manuals (10 series), the Unit 
Maintenance Manuals (20 series), and the Intermediate Direct and 
General Support Maintenance Manuals ( 34 series). During the 
integrated logistics support planning in February 1987, TACOM 
decided to have the Army complete the technical manual provisions 
on the 86 depot level tasks rather than use contractor support. 
Therefore, we did not review these tasks. 

From 1982 through 1986 Pacific Car and Foundry Company (PACCAR) 
wrote the initial technical manuals when it developed the M9 ACE. 
The original manuals were issued to the 13th Engineer Battalion 
at Fort Ord along with the low-rate initial production vehicles 
in April 1986. 

Our review was primarily limited to the current M9 ACE technical 
support fixed-price incentive contract (DAAE07-87-C-R031), which 
TACOM awarded March 19, 1987, to AM General Corporation for 
$2, 804, 016. This was a level of effort type contract for 
100,000 labor-hours. Three additional contract options have 
since been exercised to increase the value of the contract to 
$10,151,394 for 327,000 labor-hours. The contract's statement of 
work sets forth six major work areas, one of which was directed 
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toward preparing technical manuals. Those efforts were to ensure 
that technical manuals were accurate, complete, and ready to 
support fielding for all levels of maintenance when the system 
was deployed. 

The Logistic Support Analysis Record (LSAR) is the official 
record that was to be used to prepare the technical manuals. The 
AM General Corporation's contract states that, by using LSAR as a 
basis, the contractor shall update the existing M9 ACE technical 
manuals. The contracting officer issued work directives that 
tasked AM General Corporation to update and revise the LSAR data 
base to the current M9 ACE configuration and to ensure that the 
data base matched the tasks stated in the technical manuals. In 
addition, DoD Instruction 4151.9, "DoD Technical Manual Program 
Management," January 3, 1989 (previous version was dated 
February 4, 1982), requires validation and verification of 
technical manuals. Validation is a vital part of the 
contractor's quality assurance program and includes testing the 
technical minµal for completeness, accuracy, and adequacy by 
performing _I the actual operational and maintenance tasks 
outlined in the manual and using the appropriate configuration of 
equipment. Verification, which has a quality assurance purpose, 
is the Government's responsibility, and verification ensures that 
a technical manual will be suitable for use by operating and 
maintenance personnel. Army Regulation 25-30, "The Army 
Integrated Publishing and Printing Program," replaced Army 
Regulation 310-3, "Preparation, Coordination, and Approval of 
Department of the Army Publications," on February 28, 1989. 
These regulations state that validation and verification can be 
combined when cost or technical reasons preclude a separate 
validation effort. 

Results of Audit. Our review showed that the technical 
support contractor did not provide the Government with accurate 
and complete technical manuals for verification and fielding 
purposes. This condition existed because the TACOM and M9 ACE 
Project Off ice did not adequately make proper contract preaward 
decisions, did not perform adequate contract administration 
oversight of the technical services contractor, and did not 
ensure that adequate validation and verification of the manuals 
was accomplished. 

Contract Preaward Decisions. TACOM contract preaward 
decisions did not ensure that the Army would receive accurate, 

~/ Actual performance validation is also called hands-on 
validation and is the preferred method. Other validation methods 
are appropriate in some instances, such as tasks that may damage 
the system or equipment, tasks that are repetitive, or tasks that 
only require reviewing checklists. 
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complete, and timely manuals. The project office did not 
recognize that the early PACCAR manuals had serious 
limitations. These manuals were used for fielding the low-rate 
initial production vehicles to the 13th Engineer Battalion at 
Fort Ord in April 1986. The Fort Ord.maintenance personnel found 
that instructions in these manuals were generally inaccurate and 
difficult to follow. After maintegq.nce personnel attempted to 
document problems with the manuals _I, the maintenance personnel 
discontinued using the manuals, except as a reference for such 
items as torque specification. TACOM did not take corrective 
action on the PACCAR manuals before the AM General Corporation 
used them to develop its technical manuals. The situation became 
more complicated when the current contract was awarded to a 
contractor with limited experience with track vehicles. TACOM's 
preaward survey report documented that AM General Corporation 
lacked experience in track vehicles, but TACOM still awarded the 
contract to it. 

Contract Administration. According to the FAR, monitoring 
contractor performance refers to Government contract 
administration that attempts to determine the degree of progress 
made by a contractor in meeting the contract performance schedule 
and to identify factors that may affect contractor performance. 
The Project Office had fragmented responsibilities by delegating 
TACOM' s Maintenance and Publication Divisions to develop the 
M9 ACE technical manuals; this action resulted in inadequate 
centralized management of technical manuals. As a result, when 
the project off ice held in-process reviews for the total 
technical services contract, contractor performance problems were 
not always discussed regarding the technical manuals. The 
project off ice did not hold separate in-process reviews, except 
during the validation and verification procedures, to ensure that 
the manuals were prepared according to the contract terms and 
specifications. In-process reviews should evaluate contractor 
compliance with requirements, assess program progress, and 
provide guidance or dictate corrective action during crucial 
points in the development of manuals. 

The project management off ice's failure to perform proper in
process reviews for the M9 ACE program resulted in the untimely 
assessment and correction of technical manual deficiencies and in 
contract requirements not being accomplished. 

~/ Fort Ord maintenance personnel submitted Department of Army 
Forms 2028-2, "Recommended Changes to Equipment Technical 
Manuals," to TACOM from June 1986 to July 1987. We reviewed 
21 Forms that Fort Ord and TACOM personnel had retained. Fort 
Ord was unable to provide documentation that any additional Forms 
2028-2 had been submitted to TACOM. 
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Assessment of Manual Deficiencies. In June 1988, 
AM General Corporation provided draft technical manuals for the 
M9 ACE's initial production testing. These manuals were 
inaccurate and were set aside after 1 week of use by maintenance 
personnel, but were used as a reference for such items as torque 
specifications. Since the Army failed to recognize the 
inadequacy of the PACCAR manuals and did not hold specific in
process reviews with the contractor during development of the 
manuals, the problem with inaccurate draft manuals was not 
identified until 15 months after contract award. 

Contractor Requirements. The technical support 
contract required AM General Corporation to prepare and deliver a 
validation and verification plan, to reconcile technical manual 
tasks to the LSAR data base and to perform a validation and 
verification of technical manual changes and updates. We found 
that a validation and verification plan, which is needed to 
ensure that the validation and verification is completed before 
the manuals are delivered, was not developed by AM General 
Corporation. The project office did not ensure that technical 
manuals were complete because the reconciliation of the technical 
manual tasks to the LSAR data base was not performed. Also, the 
contractor did not perform validation and verification of all 
technical manual changes or updates (as discussed in the next 
paragraph). 

Validation and Verification Procedures. The M9 ACE 
technical support contract required AM General Corporation to 
perform a validation of the technical manual changes and 
updates. The Army's Project Office directed that verification of 
the technical manual changes and updates should be performed as a 
joint effort by the contractor and the Army. In March 1988, 
AM General Corporation began the first of four review procedures 
to validate and verify manual tasks. These four procedures 
were completed by February 1989. We found that only 239 
(32 percent) of the 743 tasks identified in the LSAR for the 
3 series of technical manuals were validated and verified as 
shown below. 
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Validation/ Dates Number of Number of Tasks 
Verification Procedures LSAR Tasks Identified to 
Procedure Completed Performed LSAR Data base 

Update 6 Apr i I 1988 45 37 
PT/LD .!/ September 1988 296 198 
Troubleshooting October 1988 1 1 
Update 7 February 1989 56 

398 y-
50

286 ~/-Less Duplication or repeated validation/ 
verification of same task 

Total tasks having validation and 
verification procedures performed 239........ 

l/ Physical teardown and logistic demonstration. 

21 The Army validated and verified an additional 112 tasks (398 minus 286) that were not 
proper I y recorded in the LSAR data base. We used the LSAR data base to determine the tota I 
number of manual tasks to be validated and verified. 

Even though the contractor validated and verified 398 tasks, this 
only represented 239 tasks that we could identify to the 
LSAR data base during our review, which indicated that the data 
base did not accurately reflect the tasks in the technical 
manuals. 

In June 1988, the Army extended the performance period for 
AM General Corporation's validation and verification effort, 
which was conducted as part of the physical teardown and 
logistics demonstration, to correct manual discrepancies and 
address vehicle changes made as a result of the initial 
production tests. The U.S. Army Engineering Center, Fort Leonard 
Wood, provided maintenance sergeants to participate in this 
validation and verification at AM General Corporation. During 
this validation and verification effort, 296 manual tasks were 
covered and 235 of the 296 tasks needed corrections or 
improvements. This resulted primarily in the Engineering Center 
sergeants and TACOM civilian personnel rewriting or making 
changes to the procedures for the 235 tasks. We believe that the 
Army sergeants were used to supplement the limited experience of 
the contractor with preparing manuals for track vehicles. 

As of April 1989, AM General Corporation only validated and 
verified 239 of the total 743 tasks, and the M9 ACE's Project 
Office did not plan to validate and verify any additional tasks 
for the M9 ACE program. Our review of the validation and 
verification results showed that 215 of the 239 tasks needed to 
be rewritten to correct and improve the manuals. In a 
March 1989 memorandum on technical manuals for initial fielding, 
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the M9 ACE Program Off ice stated that the original PACCAR manuals 
needed a complete overhaul. We asked the maintenance and 
operator personnel for examples of its recommended changes to the 
manuals from the initial production tests, validation and 
verification, and Department of Army Forms 2028-2, and we found 
that 23 of the 25 changes were not incorporated into the latest 
versions of the manuals. Appendix E provides examples of these 
changes that have not been incorporated into the latest technical 
manuals as of April 1989. Based on the rewrites from the 
validation and verification and the condition of the original 
PACCAR technical manuals, TACOM needs to perform a verification 
of all remaining tasks and ensure that the contractor 
incorporates these changes into the manuals. 

Potential Training and Fielding Delays. The Army's training 
plan provides that instruction for the troops will start in 
September 1989 for the operator's course (10 series manual) and 
October 1989 for the maintenance course (20 and 34 series 
manuals). These dates coincide with the fielding, which was 
planned for October 1989, of the M9 ACE to operational uni ts. 
AM General Corporation did not give marked up and partially 
verified and validated copies of the manuals to the Engineering 
Center, Fort Leonard Wood, until March 1989 to begin developing 
the Army's plan of instruction. Before March 1989, the 
Engineering Center received the old PACCAR manuals and early 
updates of the AM General Corporation's manuals. Training and 
Doctrine Command Regulation 351-1, "Training Requirement 
Analysis System," January 16, 1984, requires that the plan of 
instruction be completed 6 months before the beginning of 
classroom instruction. At the end of our audit, the M9 ACE 
Project Office still had not developed a definitive plan to 
resolve the manual's accuracy problems. The manuals are needed 
to support development of the training program and fielding of 
the vehicle. 

Conclusion. Accurate, complete, and timely technical 
manuals were not provided for the M9 ACE' s initial production 
testing (June 1988), expanded comparison production testing 
(February 1989), and plan of instruction (March 1989). The 
manuals will require extensive validation and verification 
efforts to ensure that they will be fully usable by the troops in 
the field. Adequate technical manuals may not be available to 
complete the Army's training plan and to support the M9 ACE 
planned fielding date of October 1989. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 


We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive 
Command: 

1. Reconcile the technical manual tasks to the Logistics Support 
Analysis Record data base to ensure the M9 Armored Combat 
Earthmover manuals are complete and accurate. 

2. Develop and execute a plan to perform the verification of all 
rema1n1ng technical manual tasks not validated and verified by 
AM General Corporation as required by DoD Instruction 4151. 9. 
This Government verification effort should be conducted using 
personnel with skill levels equivalent to those of the target 
users required to maintain the equipment or system in the 
operational environment. 

3. Require that the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover's Project 
Office centralize its management as required by DoD Instruction 
4151.9 to ensure that close monitoring of contractor performance 
is complete and that accurate manuals are delivered to the 
troops. This monitoring would include separate in-process 
reviews with the contractor to evaluate contractor compliance 
with requirements, to assess program progress, and to provide 
guidance or dictate corrective action. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The Army nonconcurred with draft Recommendation D.l. (renumbered 
Recommendation D.2.) to develop a plan to perform the validation 
and verification of all remaining technical manual tasks. The 
Army stated that there is no direct correlation between LSAR 
tasks and technical manual tasks, and it was wrong to examine 
technical manual validation and verification records by analyzing 
LSAR tasks. Also, the Army's analysis of the 338 maintenance 
tasks in the technical manuals shows that all 338 tasks were 
validated and verified, but it could find validation and 
verification records for only 328 tasks. 

The Army nonconcurred with draft Recommendation D. 2. (renumbered 
Recommendation D.3.), and it stated the proper management 
structure is in place and appropriate publications and logistics 
in-process reviews have been conducted throughout the term of the 
contract. A complete text of management's comments is in 
Appendix I. 

AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Because the Army will field the M9 ACE system in October 1989 and 
disagrees with using the LSAR to examine technical manual valida
tion and verification records, we have: 
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deleted Recommendation D.3., 

added a recommendation to reconcile the technical manuals 
to LSAR data base, and 

revised draft Recommendation D. l. (renumbered 
Recommendation D.2.) to only require a verification by the actual 
users of the manuals for the remaining technical manuals not 
validated under the current technical support contract. 

We do not agree that there is no direct correlation between LSAR 
tasks and technical manual tasks. On May 12, 1989, representa
tives from the M9 ACE Project Off ice and the TACOM Publications 
Division agreed with us that the LSAR contained 743 maintenance 
tasks, of which a total of only 398 tasks were validated and 
verified by the AM General Corporation. As we stated in the 
finding, these 398 tasks actually cover validation and 
verification of 239 tasks. However, the Army Tank-Automotive 
Command (TACOM) changed its position in the response to the draft 
of this report. The Army stated that it was wrong for us to 
examine technical manual validation and verification records by 
analyzing the LSAR data base. We disagree because TACOM's 
contract with AM General Corporation required that the LSAR data 
base be matched with the technical manuals. Also, Military 
Standard 1388.lA, "Logistic Support Analysis," and Military 
Standard 1388.2A, "DoD Requirements for a Logistic Support 
Analysis Record," states that the LSAR data base will be used as 
the baseline for technical manuals. We believe that the 
technical manual tasks should be reconciled to the LSAR data base 
to ensure the troops are provided complete and accurate 
manuals. We request that Army provide comments to Recommendation 
D.l. in the response to the final report. 

As stated in the finding, AM General Corporation only validated 
and verified 239 of the total 743 tasks. TACOM's analysis of the 
technical manuals identified 338 tasks of which 328 were 
documented as validated and verified. However, 202 of the 
328 tasks were validated and verified prior to the AM General 
Corporation contract in March 1987. These 202 tasks were 
validated and verified from August 1984 to December 1984 by 
PACCAR and delivered as the initial technical manuals. As stated 
in the finding, the users found that these manuals were generally 
inaccurate and difficult to follow. Also, the Army experienced 
problems with draft technical manuals during the June 1988 
initial production testing, which included these 202 tasks. We 
still believe that the technical manual tasks, which were not 
validated or verified by AM General Corporation, need to be 
properly verified and changes incorporated into the next 
manual revision. This would allow the Army to field the M9 ACE 
as planned in October 1989 and ensure that the users receive 
complete and accurate technical manuals. We request that the 
Army provide comments to Recommendation D.2. in the response to 
the final report. 
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We still believe that Recommendation D.3., which requires the 
M9 ACE Project Office to centralize its management to ensure 
close monitoring of contractor performance, is appropriate. We 
agree that the Army held in-process reviews for the total 
technical services contract, which included technical manuals, 
and held in-process reviews during the validation and 
verification procedures. However, these reviews failed to ensure 
that technical manuals were written to conform to contract 
requirements and failed to identify inaccurate manuals early in 
the manual development process. We therefore request that the 
Army reconsider its opinion and provide comments to the final 
report. 
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E. Standardization of Parts 

FINDING 

The Army did not adequately pursue a material standardization and 
specification program for the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover (ACE) 
to minimize the system's life-cycle support costs. This 
condition occurred because the Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM) 
did not institute an effective standardization program for parts 
control as required by DoD Instruction 4120.19, "DoD Parts 
Control Program." The addition of similar parts already in the 
Defense supply system could result in unnecessary expenditures of 
$5.4 million for the M9 ACE program. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. Provisioning is a management process for 
determining and acquiring the variety and quantity of support 
items necessary to operate and maintain an end-item. In an 
effort to minimize 1 ife-cycle provisioning, maintenance, and 
DoD supply system costs, DoD has implemented the Parts Control 
Program. The objectives of the program are: 

to conserve resources and reduce life-cycle costs by 
reducing the varieties of component parts; 

to promote the application of established standard parts 
or parts with multiple applications of known performance during 
the design, development, production, or modification of equipment 
and weapon systems; and 

to apply engineering techniques that may assist system 
acquisition managers and their contractors in identifying and 
selecting established standard parts or parts with multiple 
applications to enhance interdepartmental or intradepartmental 
system's commonality, interchangeability, reliability, 
maintainability, standardization, and interoperability. 

United States Code, title 10, chapter 145, section 2451, 
"Cataloging and Standardization," requires that the Secretary of 
Defense shall develop a single catalog system and related program 
to standardize supplies for DoD. In standardizing supplies, the 
law states that, to the highest degree practicable, standardized 
items shall be used throughout DoD by developing and using single 
specifications, eliminating overlapping and duplicate 
specifications, and reducing the number of sizes and kinds of 
items that are generally similar. DoD Directive 4120.3, "Defense 
Standardization and Specification Program," June 6, 1973, states 
that standardization shall be an essential consideration during 
system and equipment acquisition. Also, the directive states 
that military operational requirements shall be satisfied to the 
maximum practical extent through the use of existing acceptable 
commercial and military designs, products, and practices. 
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An integral part of the DoD Standardization Program is the Parts 
Control Program. DoD Instruction 4120 .19, "DoD Parts Control 
Program," December 16, 1976, establishes policy and assigns 
responsibilities for the program. Army Regulation 700-60, 
"DoD Parts Control Program," implemented DoD Instruction 4120.19 
on October 5, 1977, for Army programs. 

DoD established Military Parts Control Advisory Groups (MPCAG's) 
at the Defense Logistics Agency's (DLA) Defense Electronics 
Supply Center, Defense Industrial Supply Center, Defense General 
Supply Center, and Defense Construction Supply Center. These 
advisory groups provide engineering advice and recommendations to 
DoD components and contractors on the selection and use of 
parts. When Military Standard 965A, "Parts Control Program," is 
required in the contract, the contractor is required to submit 
documents in support of proposed parts to the appropriate 
advisory groups. The advisory groups review the parts 
documentation submitted by the contractor and they either approve 
the part or recommend a substitute part already in the DoD supply 
system. Also, Military Standard 965A requires the contractor to 
perform early engineering screening to minimize using various 
parts in new designs by using standard parts. This early 
engineering screening is an essential part of the standardization 
process because it helps identify repair parts that are in the 
DoD supply system. 

The M9 ACE provisioning lists, dated July 11, 1988, contained 
3,857 parts. About 95 percent of these 3,857 parts (or 
3,655 parts) was under the commodity responsibility of the 
4 inventory control centers. The balance of 202 par ts was the 
commodity responsibility of the General Services Administration 
and it was excluded from our audit. 

Results of Audit. TACOM had not ensured that adequate 
standardization had been accomplished for the M9 ACE system as 
required by DoD Instruction 4120.19. As a result, we estimated 
that about 473 of the M9 ACE's 3,655 provisioned parts could be 
satisfied by other parts in the DoD supply system. By 
eliminating these 473 items, the Army would preclude the 
unnecessary expenditure of about $5. 4 million for the M9 ACE 
program. 

Adequacy of Program Parts Standardization. DoD Instruction 
4120 .19 required the M9 ACE Project Off ice to implement the 
DoD Parts Control Program for the M9 ACE system. We selected a 
random sample from the 3, 655 provisioned parts to evaluate the 
Army's effectiveness in using provisioning screening procedures 
and practices for the M9 ACE system. The 3,655 parts represented 
the provisioned parts for the M9 ACE system under the commodity 
responsibility of DLA. Using statistical sampling techniques, we 
randomly selected 222 of the 3,655 parts to review. We prepared 
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and gave four separate parts lists to the respective 
DLA MPCAG's for detailed reviews. The MPCAG's reviewed the 222 
sample parts and identified 35 provisioned parts that could be 
satisfied with parts in the DoD supply system. Some examples of 
these provisioned parts are metallic hose, pipe plug, and washer 
(Appendix F). 

Projecting the audit sample results to the total population of 
3, 655 parts, we estimated that 473 parts could be satisfied by 
other similar or potential substitute items in the DoD supply 
system. Our projection was based on results from each 
DLA activity (Appendix G) and a 90-percent confidence level. We 
projected that by eliminating 473 parts from the DoD supply 
system, the M9 ACE program would save about $5.4 million in life 
cycle costs. As shown in Appendix G, the projected savings was 
determined by multiplying the average life-cycle cost avoidance 
for each DLA activity by the projected sample parts that 
could be standardized (total 473 parts) for each DLA activity. 
The average life-cycle cost avoidance was based on eliminating 
the need to document, test, inventory, and maintain parts in 
the DoD supply system. A description of cost-avoidance benefits 
of the parts control program is in Appendix H. 

Developer's Standardized Program. The M9 ACE program had 
been in development since 1956 and materiel developer 
responsibility was transferred from the Belvoir Research and 
Development Command to TACOM in 1982. The M9 ACE Project Office 
established a standardization program as required by 
DoD Directive 4120.3. Also, the project office incorporated the 
standardization program into the Integrated Logistics Support 
Plan. Our review disclosed that the Belvoir Research and 
Development Command had entered 3,639 of the 3,655 M9 ACE parts 
into the DoD supply system, while BMY Corporation (M9 ACE Project 
Office's prime contractor) entered 16 parts. In discussions with 
personnel of both development Commands, we learned that 
standardization was not a high priority during the system's 
development process. Also, TACOM did not attempt to update or 
validate the adequacy of prior standardization efforts on the 
3,639 parts transferred to it. 

Army Regulation 700-60 states that each Army element is 
responsible for development and acquisition of military materiel 
and for implementation of the mandatory Parts Control Program to 
ensure the policies and objectives of DoD Parts Control Program 
are accomplished. In July 1986, the M9 ACE production contract 
was awarded to BMY Corporation, and the contract required the 
BMY Corporation to implement the DoD Parts Control Program. 
However, the contract did not require BMY Corporation to verify 
the adequacy of the prior standardization effort, which 
represented 3,639 of the M9 ACE's 3,655 parts in the 
DoD supply system. For the 35 parts identified that could be 
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satisfied with parts in the supply system, MPCAG informed us that 
these parts were not previously submitted for review as required 
by the DoD Parts Control Program. Therefore, neither the M9 ACE 
Project Off ice nor the Belvoir Research and Development Command 
had adequately monitored its production contractors to ensure 
that the materiel standardization and specification program for 
the M9 ACE had been fully implemented. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive 
Command, direct the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover Project Manager 
to: 

1. Perform an in-depth engineering screening of M9 Armored 
Combat Earthmover parts together with the Tank-Automotive 
Command's standardization branch and fully coordinate results of 
the review with the Defense Logistics Agency's Military Parts 
Control Advisory Groups as required by Army Regulation 700-60, 
"DoD Parts Control Program." 

2. Strengthen procedures to ensure that the contractor 
adheres to the contract requirements for a parts control program 
as required by DoD Instruction 4120.19 and implemented by 
Military Standard 965A. The Military Parts Control Advisory 
Groups should be consulted in making these determinations, and 
the project off ice should maintain documentation to support these 
decisions. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The Army nonconcurred with Recommendation E.l. and stated that 
screening for standardization is of the greatest benefit when 
done early in the design of a program, which for the M9 ACE, 
occurred many years ago. Also, the Army stated that it is 
inappropriate to expend resources at this point to completely 
rescreen all provisioned parts. The Army conducted a review of 
the 35 parts that we suggested could be substituted for currently 
provisioned M9 ACE parts and found only 1 part was technically 
feasible for substitution. Also, BMY Corporation has submitted 
16 parts under Military Standard 965 for screening to the 
Military Parts Control Advisory Groups. 

The Army concurred with Recommendation E.2. and stated that the 
Army Materiel Command will, in the near future, initiate action 
to strengthen guidance relative to the DoD Parts Control Program 
procedure by changes in Army Regulation 700-60 in order to reduce 
the unnecessary proliferation of parts. The full text of 
management's comments is in Appendix I. 
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AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 


We believe that the M9 ACE is a very special case because it is a 
system that has been in development since 1956 and most of the 
parts were entered into the DoD Supply System before the DoD 
standardization emphasis started in the 1970's. Secondly, many 
new items have entered the DoD Supply System from numerous 
sources. These two facts, coupled with results of our 
standardization review on the M9 ACE, appear to introduce a great 
opportunity to reduce the life-cycle vehicle operating and DoD 
Supply System costs over the next 15 years through parts 
standardization. 

We disagree with the results of the Army's review of the 35 parts 
because the Army did not coordinate its efforts with the DLA 
MPCAG's. Army Regulation 700-60 requires the Army Components to 
fully coordinate results of its screening reviews with the 
MPCAG's. Our review of the 35 parts was fully coordinated with 
the MPCAG's, and they agreed that these 35 parts could be 
satisfied by other parts in the DoD supply system. We continue 
to believe that Recommendation E.l. provides the opportunity for 
the Army to save as much as $5.4 million in vehicle life-cycle 
operating and DoD Supply System costs. We request that the Army 
reconsider its opinion and provide comments to 
Recommendation E.l. and potential monetary benefits to the final 
report. 

The actions that management plans to take on Recommendation E.2. 
are considered responsive. We agree with the Army and have 
revised the finding to properly reflect that 16 M9 ACE parts were 
entered into the DoD Supply System by BMY Corporation. 
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SCHEDULE OF ROADWHEEL MODIFICATION COSTS 

(Per Army PCO and Per Audit) 

Contract 
DAAE07-86-C-Rl00 Per Army Per 

Line Items PCO !I Audit ~I Difference 

2001 $ * $ * $ * 

3001 * * * 

4001 * * * 

5001 * * * 

6001 * ** 

7001 * * * 

$ * ll $ * $ * ii

!I Per the Army's procuring contracting officer, 
BMY Corporation's initial offer (June 10, 1986) and Best and 
Final Offer (July 11, 1986) were based on a subcontractor quote, 
dated March 13, 1986, of * per roadwheel. Using this quote, 
the Tank-Automotive Conunand calculated the roadwheel amounts for 
deletion from Contract No. DAAE07-86-C-Rl00. 

~/ Based on cost and pricing data (July 8, 1986) used to support 
the basic contract award. BMY Corporation offered these data to 
the Army, although the Army did not request them. BMY Corpora
tion used a * subcontractor quote for production years 1 and 
2, then it applied an escalation ·factor in the later option 
production years and finally it decremented the material cost to 
arrive at its best and final offer. 

ll The total modification price is * which includes 
* for roadwheels and * for special tooling. 

ii Contract modification P00004 was to reduce the contract value 
by eliminating roadwheels; this amount was erroneously 
undervalued. 
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WARRANTY DEFECT THRESHOLDS 

Production Vehicle Total 
Contract Line Contract and Production Valid Defect 
Item Number 012tion Quantity Threshold * 
1001AB Basic Contract 22 100 


2001AB 1st Option 21 72 


3001AB 2nd Option 61 301 


4001AB 3rd Option 66 325 


5001AB 4th Option 132 658 


6001AB 5th Option 132 658 


7001AB 6th Option 132 658 


* This quantity of vehicle defects must be met before warranty 
coverage becomes effective. The definition of what constitutes a 
vehicle defect is set forth in the Special Provisions (section H) 
of the production contract (DAAE07-86-C-Rl00). 
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GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT COST PERCENTAGES FOR 

COMPONENT BREAKOUT DEVELOPED 


BY THE NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND !/ 


88A Rocket 11 ALR-76 1/ F/A-18 1/ 

Government 
Management 
Costs Per 
Unit or System·ll $ 291 $ 30,662 $ 10,027 

Government 
Cost Per Unit 
or System to 
Purchase $ 20,912 $698,000 $ 88,503 

Percentage of 
Government 
Management 
Costs Per ~Qit 
or System _/ 1. 4 4.4 11. 3 

!/ The Naval Air Sys terns Command used three systems for its 
first full component breakout study series to identify Government 
management costs associated with component breakout. 

11 The names of the three test systems are 88A HARM rocket 
motor; AN/ALR-76 electronic support measures; and the F/A-18 
auxiliary power unit, engine. 

ll The Government management cost per unit includes Government 
personnel salaries and benefits for both the headquarters and 
field support (both Service and non-Service). Personnel costs 
are for administration, procurement and production, contracting, 
quality assurance, maintenance, data management, and project 
management. In addition to personnel costs are other costs, such 
as contractor management services, transportation, receiving and 
handling, inspection and acceptance testing, depot storage and 
Government-furnished materiel liabilities (i.e., late delivery or 
defective materiel). 

!/ The average of Government management cost for these 
three systems was 5.7 percent. 
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POTENTIAL SAVINGS ESTIMATED FOR OJl>ONEllT BREMOOT CNIDJMTES FOR M9 ACE PROGRM 
FOR PRODUCTION YEARS 4 All) 5 y 

Component Cost Production Year 4 Production Year 5 
Categories Production Spares Production Spares 

Engine add-on cost ?.I 
Engine base Y 

$ * 
* 

$ * 
* 

$ * 
* 

$ * 
* 

$ * 
* 

Management costs ~ * * * * * 

Transmission add-on cost * * * * * 
Transmission base * * * * -)!

Management costs * * * * * 

Rotary actuator (corner) add-on cost * * * * * 
Rotary actuator (corner) base * * * * * 
Management costs * * * * * 

Rotary actuator (interior) add-on cost * * * * * 
Rotary actuator (interior) base * * * * * 
Management costs * * * * * 

Steer unit add-on * * * * * 
Steer unit base * * * * * 
Management costs * * * * * 

Track shoe assembly add-on cost * * * 
Track shoe assembly base * * * 
Management costs * * * 

Total 
Total 

add-on price ?l 
base price Y 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

Gross contr. mgmt. costs $ * $ * $ * $ * $ * 

Total add-on price ?l * * * * * 

Total base price Y with 
estimated Government 
offset cost ?.1 * * * * * 

Net potential 
. §1Army savings _$_* $ * $ * $ * $ * 

Contractor's add-on 
cost factor (percent) * * * * 

!I Production years 4 and 5 are for 132 vehicles each. 

?.I Basic component cost with contractor management add-on costs. 

Y Basic component cost only. 

~ Contractor management costs. 

?l The Government Management Costs are estimated at 5.7 percent, based on the U.S. Navy averages for 

three systems (see Appendix C for details). 

§1 The net potential Army savings are calculated by subtracting the •Total base price with the estimated 

Government offset cost• from the "Total add-on price.• Minor differences due to rounding of figures. 
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POTENTIAL SAVINGS ESTIMATED IF COMPONENT BREAKOUT 

APPLIED TO U.S. MARINE CORPS M9 ACE VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS 


We estimated that if the Marine Corps requirements are exercised, 
the Army could save an additional $4.2 million by procuring the 
six selected candidates for component breakout. This savings was 
estimated using the same bases and factors used on page 1 of this 
Appendix for Army's breakout savings. * 

* 
* It also reflects a 5. 7-percent offset for the Govern

ment's management cost, which was incurred as a result of direct 
procurement. This savings did not include an escalation factor 
regarding inflationary considerations. The U.S. Marine Corps 
plans to procure 257 M9 ACE vehicles. The combined minimum 
potential savings for both the u.s. Army ($4.3 million) and 
u.s,. Marine Corps ($4.2 million) M9 ACE vehicles would be 
$8.5 million. 
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EXAMPLES OF UNCORRECTED TECHHICAL MANUAL TASKS * 


Task Comment 

Troubleshooting Guide No. 24, 
vehicle steers in one 
direction (Maintenance Manual 
Series No. 34). 

Manual explains that the vehicle 
will steer in one direction if 
there are damaged splines or a 
broken shaft. Actually, if these 
conditions occur, the vehicle will 
not steer at all. 

Filter support removal and 
installation (Maintenance Manual 
Series No. 34). 

Manual explains that the power 
package must be removed from the 
vehicle. Actually, the power 
package does not need to be 
removed from the vehicle to 
perform the task. This change could 
potentially save 15 to 20 labor-hours 
of maintenance time. It is also easier 
to remove the power package if the 
filter support is removed first; 
this could result in saving time to 
do other tasks. 

Power package removal and 
installation (Maintenance Manual 
Series No. 34). 

Manual explains removal instructions, 
but does not recommend removal of 
the ejector. The removal of the 
ejector will provide easy access 
into the bowl and make power package 
removal easier. If the task is 
being done because of problems with 
major component filter support, the 
ejector will have to be removed 
from the power pack. This change 
could potentially save 2 labor-hours 
of maintenance time. 

Troubleshooting Guide No. 31, 
apron does not raise or lower 
(Maintenance Manual 
Series No. 34). 

Instruction does not recommend 
checking if the bilge pump is 
engaged. Field experience has shown 
this was the most common reason for 
this problem to occur. 
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EXAMPLES OF UHCORRECTED TECHHICAL MANUAL TASKS 
(Continued) 

TASK COMMENTS 

Remove roadwheel (Operator's 
Manual Series No. 20). 

Manual instructs maintenance personnel 
to install puller on roadwheel arm. 
This puller is a standard tool, but 
has not been included in the field 
tool box. Field personnel have 
developed procedures to use a tanker 
bar between the roadwheel arm and the 
actuator, then tap roadwheel arm with 
a sledge hammer. There have been 
numerous replacements in the field 
using this method, which has not been 
safety checked. Puller should be 
included in field tool box. 

Steer unit lines, fittings, 
and breather replacement 
(Operator's Manual 
Series No. 20). 

This task requires maintenance per
sonnel to drain fluid, but does not 
explain how to drain fluid. (The 
same problem exists on the engine and 
transmission.) Also, a special tool, 
which is not listed in the tool 
requirements, is needed to drain 
fluid. The lack of instructions causes 
the mechanics to drain the fluid into 
the hull, which causes a hazard to the 
environment and personnel. 

Condition: Vehicle Loses 
Oil (Operator's Manual 
Series No. 20). 

When the engine loses oil, it drains 
into the bottom of the hull. There 
is no capability to drain the hull 
without removing the belly plates. 
When the mechanic, who is under the 
vehicle, removes the belly plate, he 
becomes drenched with oil. 

Preventive Maintenance Checks 
and Services (PMCS) (Operator's 
Manual Series No. 20). 

PMCS manual is not arranged to effec
tively move the mechanic sequentially 
through and around the vehicle. The 
tasks as written require the mechanic 
to get in and out of the vehicle 
repeatedly. 

* Examples provided by Army operator and maintenance personnel who had participated 
in Initial Production Tests, participated in technical manual validation and 
verification efforts, or prepared a Department of the Army Form 2028-2, 
"Recommended Changes to Equipment Technical Manuals." 
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EXAMPLES OF SAKPJ.Jm M9 AJUtQBED COMBAT KARTBMQVEB. 

PAR.TS THAT COULD BE ELIMINATED BY SIMILAR DOD SUPPLY PAR.TS 


National 
Stock 
Number 

Developing Command 
and Date Contractor 
Submitted Item to 
DoD Supply System Item Name 

M9 ACE JJ Part 
Number in 

DoD Supply 
Svstem 

Other Part Number 
in DoD Supply 

System that Could 
Be Used 

4720-01-217-8062 TACOM, October 3, 1985 2.) 	 Hose, Metallic 12352558-2 WWH1053 

4730-01-194-0144 TACOM, November 10, 1984 	 Adapter Straight 
Tube 

13211E9563 8-8 070122 

4730-01-124-3762 TACOM, January 1, 1982 	 Plug, Pipe 3025460 MS-27769 

5305-00-688-2111 Fort Belvoir, 1963 3.../ 	 Screw, Cap, MS-90728-63 MS-90728-64 
Hexagon H 

5310-00-809-4058 Fort Belvoir, 1962 Washer, Flat MS-27183-10 MS-27183-52 
V1 
V1 

JJ Armored Combat Earthmover. 

2.) U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command. 

3.../ U.S. Army Belvoir Research and Development Command. 
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SCHEDULE OF AUDIT STANDARDIZATION RESULTS 

RELATING TO M9 ACE PARTS REVIEWED 

DLA 
(MPCAGl ]:_/ 

Part 
PoEulation '!:.J 

Number 
SamEled 

Potential Substitute 
Number of 

Parts Percent 

Projection: 
Sample to 
PoEulation 3/ 

Average 
Life-

Cycle Cost 
Avoidance '1_/ 

Projected 
Potential Life-

Cycle Cost 
5/Avoidance 

DISC §_/ 1,885 72 10 13.889 262 $11,200 $2,934,400 

DCSC II 1,421 70 7 10.000 142 11, 714 1,663,388 

DGSC ~/ 259 50 7 14.000 36 12,000 432,000 

DESC 21 90 30 11 36.667 33 12,727 419 2991 

Total 3,655 12.945 lO/ $11,522 g/ $5 ,449~ 779 g/ill .ll ill 

!I Military Parts Control Advisory Groups, Defense Logistics Agency, are located at Defense Supply 
Centers. 

2/ 
V1 
-....J 

The part population is derived from the M9 ACE provisioning lists, dated July 11, 1988. 

3/ Part population times potential substitute percent. 


~I A description of cost-avoidance benefits of the parts control program is provided in Appendix H. 


5/ 
 Sample to population times average life-cycle cost avoidance. 


6/ 
 Defense Industrial Supply Center. 


II Defense Construction Supply Center. 


8/ 
 Defense General Supply Center. 

9/ Defense Electronics Supply Center. 

lO/ Potential substitute weighted average projection rate (473 divided by 3,655).

ll/ Weighted average value for the average life-cycle cost avoidance. 

121 The sample provides a 90-percent confidence level that projection is accurate within 
+ $1,722,317. The range of projected potential life-cycle cost avoidance is between $3,727,462 and 
$7,172,096. Rounding has resulted in minor differences in totals. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COST-AVOIDANCE BENEFITS 

OF THE PARTS CONTROL PROGRAM 


The parts control program fosters standardization, which leads to 
greater demand for standard parts and reduction in various 
nonstandard parts entering the logistics systems. DoD Parts 
Control Program, Cost Benefit Reporting Technique for Military 
Parts Control Advisory Group (MPCAG), dated April 15, 1988, is a 
measurement tool to compute potential cost avoidances during the 
life cycle of equipment. Cost benefits derived are expressed as 
potential cost avoidances and they do not represent precise 
dollar savings. The value of a standard part is based on the 
cost of documentation, testing, inventory, and maintenance. 
These four cost factors addressed results in standard part's 
cost-avoidance values that range between $10,000 and $22,000 
depending upon the complexity of the product category. 

A detailed description of areas of cost considerations from which 
potential cost-avoidance values are derived is shown below. 

Documentation. By using standard parts, the contractor does 
not need to document nonstandard parts by preparing 
specifications or source control documents or both. Original 
equipment manufacturers document nonstandard parts to define the 
requirements for the parts covered for the system; to ensure that 
the parts can be procured, are interchangeable, and have 
configuration control; and to provide the Government a purchase 
document for provisioning and logistics support. Items that are 
fully described by military, Federal, or non-Government standards 
avoid the need for the Government to pay a contractor for 
preparing documentation for nonstandard parts. 

Testing. Quality assurance is important to ensure that the 
Government receives products that meet DoD requirements. In new 
designs, quality assurance starts at the piece part level. 
Nonstandard parts must be tested to ensure performance conditions 
can be met under military systems operational and readiness 
criteria. The use of standard parts in new designs avoids 
retesting nonstandard parts to the reliability and performance 
requirements necessary to ensure that such parts will perform in 
a rugged military environment. 

Inventory. A new document for nonstandard parts brings with 
it specific items to be positioned and maintained in the 
logistics system for many years to support weapon systems and 
equipment in the field. The use of standard parts yields 
benefits to the DoD supply system by precluding the provisioning, 
i tern identification, stocking, handling, and annual management 
costs of new items. New items must be accounted for and stock 
maintained at primary and secondary echelon supply points. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COST-AVOIDANCE BENEFITS 

OF THE PARTS CONTROL PROGRAM 


Maintenance. The variety and quantity of different 
nonstandard part types used in a system can significantly 
increase field failures and drive life-cycle support costs up 
when failed devices must be located, removed, and replaced. Poor 
equipment performance (assuming it is not the design itself) is 
frequently attributable to part failures. Standard parts, 
particularly high reliability military parts, are specifically 
produced and tested to work under severe operational conditions. 
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SARD•ZCS 28 Auquet 1989 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

SUBJECT: DOD Inspector General Draft Report on the Acquieition of 
the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover (ACE) Proqram (Project
No. SMB-0058) 

1. Reference DOD IG report, 30 June 1989, SAB. 

2. The reply shows our position on the reported findings and 
recommendations, as follows: 

a. Finding ~ Contract Modifications: Concurred with the 
finding except for the portion on roadwheel contract price

reduction. Concurred with two recommendations and nonconcurred 

with one recommendation. 

b. Finding .IL.. Warranty: Concurred with the finding and the 
four recommendatlons. 

c. Finding ~ Component Breakout: Concur with the finding
and all three recommendations. 

d. Finding .IL. Technical Manuals: Nonconcurred with the 
finding and all three recommendations. 

e. Finding ~ Standardization 21 Parts: Nonconcurred with 
the finding and one recommendation. Concurred with one 
recommendation in part. 

3. Actions taken or planned to correct the reported conditions 
are described in the enclosure. The recommendations for which we 
agreed to take action will receive Internal Review follow-up to 
verify the adequacy of corrective action. 


FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (RDA): 


ltJ. 
OE W. RIGBY 
ajor General, USA 

Deputy for Combat 
Service Support 
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•5 Roura 39.5 Bow-1 80.2 Bow-a 53.5 Boura 

.so .32 

Alao, pa.a• 10 1Dd1catea the M9 ACE tailed th• 1xt1J"'Cal 1l1ctJ'Om&&n1t1c 5 
tnterterence tut at llh1t.e Sanda Mia ail• Jlange, neceaa1t.a Ung engineering 
cbangea. Tbe reaulta ot tbe teats at Wbit.e S&Dda have oot 7et been documect.ed 
by a formal TEC~ teat report. It ia, tberetore, premature to drav 
coocluaioDs on tbe need tor any fixes. TACOM vill evaluate tbe report vbec 
published and take aziy necuaary aotioo.s. 

l'R"rtl\NAL CONTROL tiEAlNtSS: Report page i 1.ndicatea tbe aud1tora .identified 7 
an il>ternal coot.rel vealcD9$a concernina contractor billings tor technical 
1upport aervices. Tbe report concludea that cootJ'Ole bid not been eatabliahed 
to ensu.re t.h&t CODtractor aubmitted billings accurately and fairly represeDt.ed 
vork cccpleted by tbe coDt.raotor. Tbe •mi.Dor d1acrepa.ncies• d1acuaaed OD page 7 
13 or the report vere Dot diacrepa.ncia.s but, rat.her, a aiaunderatandiag by t.he 
a\.llditora a.a to bow boura tor aeparate contract line items are reported aoDt.bly 
and pre.9eDted tor payment. ldequate internal Caltr-ol exiated to prevent 

1.ap?'oper paymeota. 


AUDIT RESPONSE. We did not misunderstand the facts pertinent to the lack of 

internal controls, and "minor discrepancies" did exist at the time this 

internal control problem was discussed with M9 ACE Project Office personnel in 

February 1989. Although the discrepancies were minor in nature, the 

potential for inaccurate billings were great, because the H9 ACE Project 

Office (contracting officer technical representative) was authorizing payment 

without any type of review to ensure that the billings represented actual work 

performed during the billing period. 
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BARDA lleapon•• 

D<I> ?Dapeotor General Drat\ leport 


Audit ot th• &oauiaitioD ot th• 119 &raored Ccabat larU11o••r UCI) Procru 

(Project •o. IMB-0051) 


Dll)IIG AJIP l!COHK!JG)lTlOIS A - CQ1ftUCX lqilICWOIS 

DIPDG: 1'a• 1J"S1 ud tb• l>•t•ue Loci•t101 Al•DOJ {J)U) ooaitraotiq ott1oera 
bad Dot euured that 90dit1oatic:ma to tb• 119 lCI prcduot1oD ocmt.ract were 
M1D& avuded at fair mS reuCD&bl• prio••. ror tb• UlrM oontract 
aoditioaticm• "' 1Udited, tb• ooct.raot1Dg ott1oera did DOt obtw oerUtied 
ooat and pricill& data u ff4\d.red bJ th• Federal loquiaitioD l•IUl•tioD (Fil). 
'lb•J alao did Dot pertOl"ll adeqmte ooat NTiwa OD tvo ot tb• tbre• 
aoditioatiou. I• a result, th• oontraot pr1oe reduction tor del•Una tbe 
roadwbe•l• tNa tb• oontraot (aodit1oat1on POOOOJt) vu t27T, 163 lasa tban a 
fair and Nuonabl• pr1o• reduction, and a contract prio• 1.Doreue tor 
changing auttler parta (aodit1oat1on A00009) vu overstated b7 •9,075. 

p>DITIONAL FACTS: OD report page 18, the auditor• atate BK! ottered coat and 11 
pricing data to TAC~ at the tiae or the baaio producUoD contract avard, but 
T.tCOM did Dot request the data beoauae tbe award vu aade OD a cc:cpetitive 
ba.sia. The report further iDdicatea 11i!l applied an UCalatiOD factor to the 
baaic roadvbeel coata 1Jl later production 7eara and the PCO did Dot apply 
tbeae escalation tactora 1Jl computing the price reduction tor the roadWbeels. 
la a result, the auditora concl\MSed that the PCO accepted a price reduction 
(aodilicatioD P000011) t277,163 lua than appropriate. 'lhe atatementa and 

conclusion are incorrect and unaupported by the tacta oontained 1Jl tbe 

con tract tile. Arter initial propoaala were received, the PCO requested ma 

to provide additional coat and pricing dat.a aiDce vhat tbey originally 

aubmitted va.s considered to be 1nautr1cient. They rupoDded by providing two 

large volumes or coat back-up data vbicb were and rtmai.D a part ot the 

contract tile. Ro additional back-up data vu provided vitb the Beat and 

Final Otter (BAFO) and no additional data vu ottered by !MY atter tbe BAFO. 


Escalation tactora vere used 1D cc:aput1n& the Govenment•a negotiating 

poaition tor the roadvbeela aa vell u tor acrap, oaab diacounta, freight, 

•t•rial handliD&, Gl.l, and profit. 'l'beN vere separate tactora tor each of 

Uiue are.a.a tor tiaoal 7eara 87 tbro\l&h 91. lequeatiq a TolUDt&rJ reduction 

would be 1aoocautent v1th the tacta clearl1 oonta1Ded iD tb• ocmtract tile. 


FiDallJ, oonoeniag th• uae ot field pr1o1Jlg aupport, 1t 1a noted that BMI' 1 


buic CCDtract proposal which vu used u the buia tor the aoditioaUon P000011 

negotiation vaa the aubject ot a price anal7aia vbiah !Deluded field pricing 

aupport prior to award. 4!be bighlJ ocapetit11'e atlloapbere ot the production 

contract ao~uiaition provided the OoTeniaent v1tb tair &Dd reuonable prices 

r.sultin& tr<m oompet1t1on tor the M9 ACE Yeb1cle a.ad ita oompooenta. 
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BARDA Reaponae 
DOD ID1peotor General tratt leport 


&ud1t ot t.b• &oqu111t1oD ot tbe 119 &naOHd Ccabat lart!mOYer (ACE) Pro1ru 

(Project •o. ID-0051) 


llCOHMEMPAnOI A1a: D1reot Ua• oontraotU& ott1oer tor tb• M9 &Cl to obtain 
oerUtied oon aDd '1"1o1.D& data 011 all ocmtraot aod1t1oat1oc• 'falued at 
t100,ooo or •ON and prepare prioe 11910Uat10D ..orand\88 u Mt tortb 1D 
Federal loqu1a1t1011 lepl&Uon 15.IO' &Dd 15.808. 

ACTION T.U:Elf: Conour. 1 Proow•tDt Fetdbaok Letter Will be 111ued bJ 
15 October 1989 oalli.a& attutioD to the Fil reqW.ruant tor oertititd ooat 
and prioiD& data and preparation ot pr1o• Degot1at1oD aeaoranduma. 

JtEtOMKENI>AnOJ 11b: Direct tb• contractin& ott1c1r tor th• H9 ACE to aeek a 
YOlUDta17 reduction or •211,163 trca Ba Corporation tor aod1ticat1on POOOO~ 
ot contract D\Dber D11E07-86-C-R100. 

ACTION TAKEN: lonconcur. la diecuased above, eacalat1on tact.ore vere uaed in 
computing the Government'• negotiatin& poaition tor tbe roadvbeel cootract 
price reduction. Inrorm.ation 1D the contract tile does not support the 
recc:mmended action. 

J!ECOMMENDATION 12: Reempbuize tormallJ to contracting otticera tbe need to 

tully pursue all ot the proposal analyaia azd field pricing support 

requirements or Federal lcqu1a1tion Regulation 15.805 and Defense Federal 

Acquisition Regulation Supplement 215.805·5, respectively. 


ACTION TA.KEN: Concur. A Procurement Feedback Letter will be issued by 

15 October 1989 calling attention to the FAR and DFU requirements tor 

proposal analyaia and field pricing aupport. 


POTENTIAL MONETARY BENEFITS: Nonconcur. J.a diacuaaed above, we noncurred 

vi th Recan1e Ddat1on A1 b to aeek a voluntary red uct1on or $277, 163 trcm BMl 

Corporation. 
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SAR.DA Jteaponae 
J)(I) Inapeot.or 0.Dtr&l Draft leport. 


&udit ot t.b• 1oquiait1oD ot tb• M9 Anlortd Ccab&t lart•over (ACE) Procr• 

(Project •o. IKB-0051) 


DIPUO MP UCOHHIJIPAUORS I • VlBWT! 

l'IllpDO: Dae a,., u. eat.abllabtd t.b• 119 &Cl'• varr&DtJ deduot1bl• thrubold• 
at tailb lnela, lb1ob l•.u t.b• opport.GD1tJ tor t.b• JraJ to reooTer ooata 
a&a1D•t th• varrant7. ~1• a1tuUoD ooourrtd beoauH tb• &ra7 did aot 
pertol'9 a ooat reY1w and analJ•ia ot tb• OCDtraotor'• propoMd varrant.7 price 
ot •806 per Tibial• u r.quirtd bJ 1.nlJ RegulaUoD T00-139, •u.1 Varr&Dt.J 
Proaru Conoepta and Po11o1a,• April 10, 1986, bltore anrdiD& tile ooctract. 
Uter tb• contract vu awarded, tbe M9 lCI Project. Ott1o• 1lMd 1nldequate 
1nto,...t1on and data to aupport th• oontract'• eati..ted 1nl.rrant7 deductible 
thrubold. llao, tb• ArmJ did Dot uae a1a1lar uperienoe frolD 11 other 
Tank-Automotive Ca111Hlld 17ataa. In addition, th• oCGt.ractor bad not 11Yen 
oonveyanoe varrant1ea tor 1uboontractor1' parta and oc:apoaent1 to tbe Army as 
required by tbe M9 lCE praSuct1on contract. la a result, th• AM17 aay incur 
at lea.st $~56,196 tor warranty coverage on ita 566 M9 ACE Tehiclea vitbout 
obtaining any Hal coverage to insure against r1aka, 11nce the probabil1t7 or 
reaching tbe failure thresholds ia remote. It tbe irmy oontracta tor a 
warranty tor tbe Marine Corps' 257 M9 ACE vehicles OD the aame basia, tbe 
GovenllleDt aay apend aD additional $207, 1112 without All)' real warranty 
coverage. 

jDDlTIONAL FACTS: lltbough tbe U.S. Marine Corpe bu expressed interest 1n 
procuring 257 M9 ACE vehicles, formal ca:nmitment a.nd tunding bu not yet been 
received. 

Army Regulation 700-139, Arsy Warranty Program Concepts and Policies, ia be1ng 
revised. The acheduled completioD date ia 31 December 1989. 

J!ECOMKENDATION B2a: Direct the contracting ottioer either to obtaill an 

appropriate varranty tbresbold baaed on a ccaplete &Dd accurate 

coat-ettectiveness atudy or to request a voluntary retunes tor tbe eziating 

wa.rrant1 trc:a the M9 ACE unutaoturer. 


ACTION TAIEN: Concur. A ocaplete and aoow-ate coat-etteotiTeneaa atudJ will 
be pertors.ed to determine th• appropriate varrmt1 thruhold. Dae utiated 
ocaplet1on date 1• 30 Septaber 1989. Bued on th• reault• ot the atudJ, the 
0Clllt.ract1ng ottioer will negotiate appropriate adjuat•nta to tile occtract 
price and/or varrant1 proviaiona. 

JtECOMMENDATIOH 82b: Direct the M9 ACE Project ottice to pertol"ll a 

ooat-ettectiYenesa review u required bJ l.rra7 Regulation 100-139 before 

oontractina tor Marine Corpe vehicle varrant7 reQuirtaenta. 
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IARDl baponae 
D<I> Inapeotor General l>ratt leport 


Audit ot t.h• loquiaitloD ot th• M9 Araored Cmbat laM.lmOYer (&Cl) Pro1ru 

(Project •o. IKB-0051) 


, 
ACilOll TAl!ff: Conour. .U diaouHd al>ore, a tol"ll&l oaaitHDt tor M9 &Cl 
Tehiclu bu not bun N0•1Yed trca tb• v • .s. llllr1De Corpa. U Narine Corpe 
illt.rut becc:aea a f1J'9 Nqu:l,...Dt, a ooat-.tfeot1.,•DN• reT1ev 11111 be 
pertCll"'Md betore ocmb'aoUa& tor Har1De Corpe .,ebiole w.rrmt7 requ.1.re•nta. 

llCOMMERDATION 12c: DlNOt th• M9 &Cl Projeot Manqer to 1dent11'J all ot tbe 
AraJ' a oonv17anoe varrmt7 rilht• under prcduotioD ocmtraot Dmber 
J>UI07-86-C-R100. lft•r t.h1a aot1on 1• ocmpleted, update th• M9 Anlored 
Ccabat lartJmoTer aaiJ>tenanoe aanuala to aat• th• OODTe7a.nce varr1nt7 
irltorsation available to ArmJ aaintenanoe personnel 1D tb• field. 

ACTIOM TlltEN: Concur. Conve7anoe varrant7 r1gbta vill be 1dent1t1ed and 
provided to the TAC~ Ma1Dtenance Directorate tor incorporation into the 
warranty technical bulletin by 28 F•bru&J"7 1990. 

RECOMMENDATION B2d: Require that cost...rtecti·tenesa reviews or all contract 
~rarity e>oat proposals be properly supported vitb accurate coat information 
1D accordance vitb lnly Regulation 700-139. la part ot tbeae reviews, use 
warranty experience tree other programa and uae the but available reliability 
data tor the syatem'a parts or cccponenta. 

lC'?lON TllEN: Concur. 1 policy letter incorporating the recccmended action 
is being prepared. Tbe scheduled completion date is 31 December 1989. 

POTENTIAL MONETARY BENEFITS: Concur in principle v1tb the conclusion that 
implementation of RecaueDdationa B2a and B2b could result 1n potential 
savings of up to i456,196 tor the production contract and a potential cost 
•~o1da.nce or up to $207,142 !l the lnly contracts tor Mari.Jle Corps vehicles on 
the aame basis. However, exact cost savings aDd cost avoidance vill not be 
available until the warranty coat-effectiveness atudy ia cccpleted, and a 
formal Marine Corpa ccmmitment is received. 
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IAJU>A ...ponae 
DC» Ja'"ot.or O.aeral Drat\ lepon


Audit. of tile lofau111\lOD ti Uat 119 AnaOl"tld C.bat Jl,rU8o'fel' (&Cl) frolra 

(Project •o. lllB-0051) 


mpua AP UCQttM>mog c • C(llPOIPI megopr 

JTIPDG; ft• frojeO\ Oft1oe tor uae 119 AraoNS C.bat. lart.lmoT•r 41d aot. 
ad84l\at.elJ PV9• a ..tailed tcapouat, l»Nakoa\ Pl"'Olr• U Hq\11Nd '1 Uae 
hteue Fld•nl Aoquialt.toa a.auiauoa luppl..at. e»rw> 211.1202. ilUloup 
t.b• projeo\. ott1oe pertorMd a U.S.t.ed HTiav ot U.• prcduot.S.Oll ocmwaot. 
Mto,.. oontrut llll&N, oal7 Ut.ne •.Jor it.. (•QliD•, tSAal drS.Ye, ud 
trm•S..aiOD)..,.. NT1-ed, .. UaQ nre aot l»robD •t. beoau.. UM did Dot 
penait. weakout before t.la• plaued oc:apeUt.1•• ooatraot •&rd. hl'Uler, th• 
lia1ted NY1w vu not •~pl.-nted bJ reoorda Uaat. abond mt ooat aaT1Dp 
and 1mal7a11 t.o aupport a ta•orabl• or lmtaYorabl• breakout.. Ve ••t.1uted 
that breakout ot a1z Mlected OcapoDeDt.I t.o tbt orS•Snel 9quipm1Dt, 
Da.Dutaoturera vould aaye tll• GotenmeDt. about •&.5 a1111on dur1D1 t.b• 
r••ainin& lit• ot th• 119 ACE prcduotion prov•. 

AI>DITIOHAL FACTS: Tb• Fil 1tate1 Ulat breakout ¥111 be oonaid•Nd vhen an end 
1tm award 11 Dot baaed OD adequate ocapet1t1on. tb• M9 award. vu a fixed 
price cmpetit.11'• contract, ruultin& u a aaYin&• or OYtr t200 aUUon 
ocap&Nd vith tb• GoYtJ"IUlent'• baaelin• ooat eat1ute. Even it adequate price 
ocapetit1on 1• achieved, 11! poliCJ turther providea that breakout ahould 
ocmt1Due to bt oona1dered 0Dl7 W>en aubataut1al net a&YiDP vill result tram 
(l) sreater quant1tJ ac~u1a1t1on or (2) 11Dprovement ill the log1at1oa aupport 
by reductiOD ill nriet7 Of p&rta. Jeitber or these OODd1t1CD8 applied to the 
M9 acqu1ait1oo. 

Ve pertonaed an appropriate anal7aia or poteDt1al breakout itma .in 198ll prior 
to 1aau&noe ot tb• ori&inal ocapet1t1T• D'B tor M9 tull prcductioa. 1'h1a 
analJai• conaidertd the HM ccaponeata aygeated bf th• 10 Audit teu aa 
poteotial br"lakout oa.Dd1datu. Th• Fil atatu that occa1derat1oD auat be 
11••n to eatiat.ed ooat a&YiDP S. the iapact OD t.ht veapOD 17at• 1n 
d•&radiDg pertoraanoe, rellab111tJ ud Qual1tJ u vell u th• rilk 1n dela11111 
del1Tel"J or OCllpoHDtl to \be pr.S. OODtractor. The buiO prmiae for DOt 
reoc:amndiD& breakcut u 19811 vu th• taot that tb• Tec!m1oal Data Paokac• had 
Dot aatured trm produaiq autt1o1ent lt... ud th• nu ot teolmioal chqe 
vu blab. 2be Nt lov rate 1A1Ual prcdvot10D ocmtraot vu lia1ted to 15 
Tebiol... Ytbiol•• produced fl-ca tb• 1912 OODtn.ot ..... de11T•rtd ill 198Jl and 
rn tbroup • 1D1Ual prcduouon t•t. n ... were tile tirat 119 nh1olu 
p.rcduoed auaoe 1fT2 when th• 1111'15 protot~• wre tabrioated tor Gbeok 
t•tiq. tbl OODtraotor at that t.iM VU PaoifiO Ct.r and fOUDd1'7 1 wbioh VU 
uero1•1n& a nw bu• ot TtDdora tor Yeh1ol1 ocapocent.a. Tb• technical 
uusaant det.en11ned that baaed OD put ex-perS..noe OD other pl"Ocraaa, duign 
ohan&•• vould bl H4u1red u a reault ot prcduo1b111tJ probl.... Jt vu 
t>eli•Yed that, bJ th• tiae th• third J'9&r ot aul t.1JeU prcduot1on vu reached, 
th• deaign and production problaa would haYe atabUiled to th• point where 
·~ ot these ocaponenta oould be cccaidered 

.• 
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IARDA Reeponae 
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&u41t. ot tis• Aoqu.ta1t.Soa ot Ua• 119 Anaortd C:C.bat. 1artmcn•r (&Cl) Proara 

(Project •o. IKl-0051) 


-rs.bl• for lal'Mkoat. lollner, 11••• tis• taot U..t. tis• eoat.raot, ktb 
lml.\S,Ur ud asnste ,.... , Vitia prloed opt1••• vu find Jrioed tor a period 
ot ab ,._.., ....-out Sa tis• a14cll• ot auCllb a ooet.raot. wu aot OOU1d1NS 
feU1t.le MOD• acl9e1•te ooat ocma1MNt.1oD ow1d aot. M obt.a1Ded Cv11& aole 
aoaroe aeaouauou vitb tis• prae oont.not.ar. !beretore, Ua• 19M ua17ai1 
HOCIUIDded ao ln"eakout ••oept tor luio Iaaue Jt.- ud OCPPUDSGatiODI 
1w-nea.... !b... it- wre ocm•Sdertd to ••t. tis• P&I orit.v1a ot ll'Uter 
Qumtit.J proourant ad alao 4o r•vlt. 1ll ooat. ea'fiDp. 

hie • or th• audit report. at.at.ea tb• oontraotor•a pz-oduot1oD Ula• bu be1n 

l"WlDiral 11no• Jul.J 1986 amS tb• au potent.ill breakout st.. bid Dot 

uperienoed u1 a1pitioa11t problua duriD& 119 pertoN&Doe teat.a. Thia 

oonolu11oD 1a Dot tMae. &a reoentl7 u .hmt 1989, Ila'• 11D• ot baluoe 

shoved lhortaa11 ot rot&J'7 actuatora and 1t11r UDita to a11t ••biol• uaublJ 

aohedul... For tbt put tbret 7nra 1 tb• aue bu been true tor other 

ocaponent.1 auch u track, 1ngine1, and tr&Dmi1a10111. It 1a doubthl tbat, if 

tbt OoYermient vu Hrv1nc u tbe tb• proourin& apnt tor tbese ocapontnt1, 1t 

could bnt expedited d1liYt1'7 arlJ fatter than &a. 'J'beretoN, tbt Oovel"IUDtDt 

vould have bHD liable 1D aoN than co1 1Detanoe tor default becauae ot late 

dtlive17. Del&JI 1D ooDductin& &Dd 1ucce11tullJ ocaplet1.Dg Firat Article 

Teatin& prior to deliVtl"J to !HY vould have o.aund pJ"ClducUon line atoppagea 

tor vehicle uaemblJ. Preproduction Engineering Propoaa11 (PPEP'a) vere made 

b7 Ba 1D order to oorNct error• and mileicaa in tbt GoveMUDent furnished 

Technical Data Paclcqe. !Ml 1a re~uirtd to identity thoae a.reu that need 

correction bJ PPEP aumitted tor Go"Yeruent approval ud applJ to OCGtract 

it.a and to t.b• Ooveruent Ttchrlical Data Pactac• at llO ldditioD&l ooat. Tbe 

Qo"Yenment vould be liable tor ooat and 1cb.Sule 1ncreuu 1D tb• C&H ot 

Oovtn:me12t turzliabld ..terial. 


It abould be noted t.hat t1COH vu directed to breakout th• H9 roadvheel 1u 

1986. 11pit1oat teclmioal am del1T•l"J acbedul• probl.. have been 

upenenoed vitb th• road1dlffl breakout. Al a ruul.t, th• GoYenuHnt 1a 

teo!m.ioallJ ill default to JM! beoauM ot lat• UIS SUutt1cieAt. d•li••l'J to the 

produot.ion UDe. ID addition. tla• orrent 119 ACI roadvhHl oontraot. bu beu 

t.ersiDated tor oonwnilnoe due to •oalatin& ooata tor nppl1• requ.tNd to 

build roadvheela. & DW OODtN.Ot will be Barded D the DMI' future; laovtver, 

it 1• expeoted that tb• roadvheel OOlt to th• Ocn•rDMDt. vUl 1DON&M .. a 

l'Uult ot reduced quant1t1•• and eacalattD& Mt.rial pr1ota. Tbere 11 •till 

r1* that tbt DW ccmtl'aotor vill be =able to pertora am tbat th• GoYermient. 

will DOt ..t 1ta obllpUou to Ba tor f'M!vbeela. 


1D .llmt 1989 1 Cmmina 132&1ne CalpanJ edYiMd Ba that ADJ future purcbue 

ordera tor M9 .&Cl engiDea vould re1ult 1D a • * per wt· pr1oe inoreue to 

Jl4l. ibis prioe increase ia UD.ilateral, DOt aubject to DllOti&tiOD 1 and a 

direct result ot repr1c1D& •"lin•• tu.rn11hed to th• GoYenment tor UM bl 
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IAIDA llSPOISI 

DOD ln1pector Ceaeral Dref t l•port 


Audit of the Acquitition of the K9 Arwored Cotlbat lartbeover (ACI) Proar.. 

(Project lo. 1111-00SI) 


Bradley Pi&btia& Vehiclet. The lr1dle7 b11 •ov up1r1ded to a 600 boraepover 
enaine and the quantity of V903 en1iae1 uaed for tbe lradl•J baa 1i1oific1ntl7 
dropped. 'therefore, fixed coat .uat be apread over fever e1l&inea includina those 
u1ed in the K9. A.I Iona •• the enaine for tbe K9 re..iaa contractor furni1bed 
aateriel, tbe coat increase will be borne bJ IM'f, not tbe C:O.ernaent. 

Aaauaina there vat aufficient merit to conduct a oev 1tudy of potential breakout 
ite.. , it ia unlikelJ that enouah time re..ina to perfora the 1tud1, and obtain 
realiatic price• and deliver1 achedulea froa potential •eodor1 to aatcb M9 
vehicle build acbedulea. 

In reaponae to another DoD Inspector General leport (Acqui1ition of the ~-ton 
Truck, 23 December 1988), TACOM iaaued a polic1 aemorand\19 incorporating a 
checkliat for verif7ing cocpliance with acquiaition policies. Developaent of the 
policy checkli1t va1 in proce11 during tbia audit and vill be used during the 
development of acquisition plans for 111 vehiclet. 

llECOKMENDAtlON C2a: !valuate and justify deci1ion1 on the sia possible breakout 
candidate• 1dentrli'ed in this report and deteraine if they warrant breakout for 
the program as required by Defense Federal Acquisition legulation Supplement 
217.7202, including offsets for estimated ..nagement costs associated vith these 
decisions, 1uch as those developed by the Navy'• component breakout model. 

AC'tlON TAKEN: Concur. The auditor'• reco11mendalion to evaluate and justify 
dec111ons on the sia possible breakout candidates identified in thi1 report and 
determine if they warrant breakout for the program at required by Defenae Federal 
Acquisition Regulation Supplement 217.7202 i1 appropriate. The FAR atate1, 
bovever, that breakout vill be considered vhen an end itea award i1 not baaed on 
adequate competition. The K9 award vas a fiaed price co~titive contract, 
resulting in a 1avings of over $200 aillion compared vitb the Government'• 
baaeline coat estiaate. The PM did perfora an appropriate an1l71i1 of potential 
breakout iteas in 1984 prior to i11uance of the ori1inal co.petitive 111 for K9 
full production. Tbi1 analy1i1 included the 1aae coapoaeat1 1ugge1ted b7 tbe lG 
Audit aa potential breakout candidates. It va1 detenai.ned that breakout va1 not 
fea1ible in 1984 because the Technical Data Pact11e had not aatured fro• 
producing aufficient ite.. and tbe risk of technical cbanae vat •ery biab. Based 
upon previout esperience, producibility probleaa re1ultio1 in design change1 vere 
anticipated and did occur. While breakout vas deemed iapr1ctical for thi1 
particular acqui1ition, ve will retook the fea1ibility of coaponeat breakout oa 
future buy1, including • complete coat analy1i1 to determine co1t effectivene11. 
A final decision concerning breakout will be based on the tt1ult1 of the 
fea1ibility 1tudy and co1t 1naly1ia. 
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IAIJ>A lllPOISI 

DOD lne,.ctor C.neral Draft leport 


Audit of the Acquitition of tbe 19 Arw>red Coebat larttmover (AC!) Pro1raa 

(Project lo. IMl-00~1) 


l!COMK!Ml>ATlOI C2b: Perfora an evaluation of tb• K9 ACI procr.. to identify any 
other cand1datei"'10r coaponent breakout foltovin1 tbt auidelin•• of Defenee 
federal Acqui1ition leaulation Supplement 217.7202. Docuaeat and Ju1tif7 the 
4eci1ion1 for all breakout candidate• identified. 

ACTlOI TAJt!M: Concur. future evaluation of the M9 ACI proar.. vill incorporate 
acre cand1date1 than the previou1 liaited breakout review included. the file• 
will be tborouahly documented to Teflect adequate ju1tification for deci1ion1 
reached on breakout candidate• identified. 

l.ECOHMENDAtION: lstabli1h policiee, procedure•, and control• that vill en1ure 
coapliance v1th Defen1e federal Acqui1ition Regulation Supplement 217.7202 
regarding component breakout for future acqui1ition1. 

AC'tlON tAJCEN: Concur in Part. The policy in DFAllS 217.7202 i1 adequate and does 
not require clarification, a1 1tated in AMC'• aemorandua to BQDA dated 7 December 
1988 and 28 Feb 1989 •emorandua froa the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for procurement to the DOD IC. However, sever1l actions have been taken by BQ 
AMC to amplify the Component Breakout Program regulatory auidance as follows: 
(1) Modified AMC PAil Supplement in Drift to be publi1hed on or about 2 Jan 90; 
(2) Modified All 70-1 to be published in Oct 89; changed AMC guidance for reviews 
of Acquisition Plans (AP). 

POTENTIAL li()NEtARY BENEFITS: Nonconcur. As outlines above, there are unknovn 
benefits from component breakout vith the M9 ACE program. It aay be that the 
program may even be adversely affected by breakout of coaponent1. Future 
breakout analysis vith the USMC buy aay abov benefits not recognized at the 
pre1eot ti•e. 
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Final Repor1 
Page No. 

SAR.DA Jteaponae 

Del' IAapeotOI" General Draft leport 


ludit. ot tb• &oq\&1aitioD ot tb• M9 &Nored Ccabet lartbll~•r UC!) Proaru 

(Project ao. IKB-0051) 


fl!PI!O PP UCOH>PPlUOIS P • IICBIICAL IWOAL3 

Dl?Il9: Tb• AnJ d14 Dot reoe1'H aoourate, ocmpl•t• ad tiMlJ teolmioal 
aanal• tor th• M9 lnlo.-.4 Ccabat lartlmo"Nr 'nh1ol• tram th• t•obDioal 
aupport oontraotor. Thi• 00Dd1t1on ooow...S tieoaUN tb• tl.Dk-!utcaot1•• 
cm••"" a.ad M9 ACI Projeot Ott1oe did AOt adeciuatllJ aak• proper oaatraot 
p,....,ard d•oiaiona. !.110, tb•J D•itber 0teraav tbat ooctract lda1D1atrat1on 
ot th• teohnioal aupport ocmtraotor vu pertoraed a4equatel7 nor eaaW""ed that 
a oompl•t• Tal1dat1on and ••rit1oat1oD ot tb• aa.nuala va.a acOODpliabed aa 
requittd b7 I>CI> .Inatniot1on -151 .9, "l>ab Tecbn1oal Manual Progru Mana11ment.. • 
u a result, adeciuat.e aa.nuala u1 Dot be ava11ablt to tb• ArmJ to ocaplete its 
tl'ainiD& plc &Dd to aupport the current M9 &CE t1tld1D& date ot October 1989. 
11.•o. ve eatiuted tbat ·an lddit1oD&l $3.3 aillioD vill be required to 
cc:aplete the validat1oc and ••r1r1aat1on or tb• manual.a. 

AD~lilONJJ.. FACTS: 

OD report page •6, the auditors concluded tbat tbt technical aupport 

ooatractcr did Dot provide the Govern.met accurate and ccmplete technical 

aanuala tor verification and tieldiD& purpoaea. Tbey tu.rt.her concluded that 

thia oondi tion ex1ated because the TACCl4 and M9 ACE Project Office did not 

adequatel7 &alee proper contract preavard decisions, did not perform adeQuate 

contract adminiatration oversight or the technical aervices cootractor. and 

did not en,.,ure that adequate validation and verification ot the aanuala vas 

acca:pliabed. '-' indicated ill the puagraph:t below, we atrongl.7 disagree w1 tb 

tt.ae oonclua1ona. 


Ccntraet 1.c1mill1atration: OD page -8 ot tbe report, tbe auditcra atated the 31 

project ott1ce did Dot have 1n-procesa revieva to ensure that tbe anuala vere 

prepared acoor"d ill& to ooctract ~uirementa. In tact, nmeroua aucb rev1eva 

wrt held to ensure tb• aanuala vere prepared oorrectl7. At tbeae ••ti.D&s, 

tb• Go'Y•J"C.&ent evaluated contractor p.rtoMUJloe, provided &Uida.Dce and 

dictated oorreoti'f'• action. vben aeoeaary. 


talidation and Ver1t1oat1oa Proceduru: Aa atated on page 50, \.be aw11tora 33 

uNd th• LSll databaae to deteni1De the total amber ot aanual taaka to be 

Talida ted and Teritied. Ve point.ed out that tbera ia Dot a direct oorrela tion 

betveeD LSA.R ta.aka and TK t.uka, upeoiallJ on an older a71t• aucb u the H9, 

vboee buio logiat.101 atructure vaa developed before the videapread uae ot 

LSll. To attmpt to u•iD• TM nr1t1aation reoorda bJ analJZiD& LSiJl taaka 

vu &Ul;>lJ the wrong approach tor the M9 Yehicle. la a reault, the t1Ddih1 11 

totallJ at odda Vi tb the true atatua ot taak Yer1t1oat1on. Our anal.Ja1a ot 

tb• 338 aai.Dtena.nce ta.ska 1D the technical aa.nuala abowa that all 338 ta.ska 

yer-e •al1dated aJld Teritied. However, Terit1aat1oD recor"da 1xi•t tor onl7 328 

cf the tl.!ks, tbua ve vill reverify and redocument the 10 ta.aka tor vbicb 
reeor"da cannot be located. 
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Final Report 

Page No. 


IAltDA lleapoue 
DC» Jupeo\or 0.Hrll tran l•POI'' 

&udl\ ot UI• &oqu.t11t.1oa of 'b• 119 &raored C:C.ba\ ~•r (&Cl) Proaru 
(Project •o. 1111-0051) 

34bttnt1al Tn1p1Y pd f1t14Ha P•lua: lepcrt pace 52 1\atea, &IC 0.Deral · 
Corporat1o0 did •t 11•• al'ked-up ud puUallJ Teri.tied IDll •al1datld oop1u 
tJI tta• anal• '° ta»e SnpnMr1q C.Dt.er, fort LeCG&rd lood, ut.11 llarob 1919 
\o Main dnelotlla& t.b• &raJ'• P1• ot S.Utruottoa. CcDtrarr to Ulla 
atat.,Dt, fort Lecaard Vocd vu 00U1at.1Dt1J f\arla1abtd Ult lat.eat nailabl• 
ftla ud obaau u tb•J beoue a•a11ab1e, u tollowa: 

J&DU&l"J 1916 luel1D• 3 (WP ••biol••) uzauala 

&uguat 1986 Clan&! 1 to la11l1Dt J IUDWI 

Jul7 1987 Change 2 t.o BaatUA! 3 UDuall 

Jun• 1988 BaaeliD• • In unuala 

Auguat 1988 Chana• 1/Cbaqe 2 to IPT auuala 

Mt.rob 1989 In abangu and Qdraul1c troublubootiq 


ID addition to tbe above aanuala. draft Prograa ot Inatruot1oD and updates 
vere provided in April 1988 and April 1989. It 1• alao pointed out that or 
the 338 ta.ska 1n the a&Duala, oDly eleven are taught 1D the 12F or 62B 
oouraea. In May 1989, the PM provided Fort Leonard Wood vi th dratt oop1es ot 
these eleven procedures out ot tbe upoca1D1 ~ual• tor t1eld1J:I&. Fort 
Leom.rd Wocd hu not expruaed any problem or oonceJ"ll v1 th tbeae procedures. 

Qtber Cccmenta: The O\ll'reDt contiguratioD ot the vehicle bu not been 
fielded 1 and the TKs are not yet due. TAC~ and the PM art doing enrything 
poaa1ble to ensure that the aa.nuala v1ll be acc\ll"ate, ccaplete 1 and timely 
llben they are delhered. 1h• auditora• uUaate ot coata incurred 1a bighly 
intlated ~ unsupportable. 

QCOKMENDAUON 1>1: l>evelop and execute a plan to pertona the nl1dation and Draft 
Rec.wr1t1catioD ot all ruaining technical aanual tuka u requ1red by DcD 
D. 1.InatructioD '151.9. renumbered 
D.2. 

ACTIOI Tjip: lonoonour. th• 338 ta.aka 1D tla• tecbll1oal aanuala wre totallJ 
•a11dated and wr1t1ed. Bove.,.r, nl"it1oat1on reoorda oould be located tor 

OlllJ 328 of th• tuka. tb• ocaplet1oo date tor Mner1f11D& and redOC\119Dt1q 

tb• re••1D1n1 10 tuka 1• 31 October 1989. 
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Final Report 

Page No. 


11.llnl Jteaponae 
DCO 1D1peot.or Oeoeral Dratt. leport. 


Audit. ot Ult &o.q\l111t.1oD ot t.be M9 &raor.S C.bat. &artlmo••r UCll Prosr• 

(Project •o. IKl-0051) 


Draft Rec.QCOMKQPAUOI D2: 19qu.1N t.bat. the 119 lntored ,Ccabat. lart!moTer• a ProJeot. 
D. 2.Qtt1oe outl'al1H 1t1 D&Da&HIDt u ,..quired '' :1>a1> Iutl'\lot.1oD •151.9 t.o 

renumberedeuur• Ulat. tlOM 90Dit.criq ot oontraot.cr pertoru.noe 1a ocapletA and t.bat. 
D.3.aoourat• a&aual• are deli••l"ed \o tb• troop1. .~ia 90DJ.t.or1q voulct 1Dolud• 

Mpan.t.• iD·Pl"'OC••• ...-rin• with tile OODtraot.or t.o nalut.e oont.raot.or 
oc:apliuoe vit.b requir..nt.1, t.o •••• procr• Pl'OIJ"••• ud t.o pro'lide 
IUlduoe or diotate oorreot.1•• aot.ion. 

&ClIOB TAJCQ: lonocmour. la diaouaMd &bo'ft, Ua• proper aanaaeaent 1tructure 
11 1D plaoe &ad appropriate publ1aat1cma/loa1•t.1oa iD-prooeaa r••ieva bave 
bean OODSucted throughout t.b• tena ot the oontnot.. 

UCOHMENDATIOI D3: Revi•• the ttchD.ioal aupport. oontraot. l>A1E0'7·87-C-Jt031 to Draft Rec. 
reflect ohangu 111 tbe 1cope ot vork oona11t.ent vi th plane a.rd method• D. 3. 
developed ~er leccmmeDdat.ioD 1 and 2. deleted 

ACIION TilEN: Woncoocw-. Jleval1dation and reveriticaUoD or tbe rema1Ding 
technical aaz:lual tasks Vill be accc:cpl1ahed vi tb1n the existing aoope or work 
\llder tbe tecbnical support contract. Project. ortice aanagement provides 
proper ~nitorship or the OODt.ractor. 
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Final Repor
Page No. 

IAR.Dl •••ponaa
Im IDIP90\or 0.Mnl Drat\ lepOI'\ 


Audit ot Ua• locav.t.•1tloa ot ~· Ml &raortd Combat l&rtlmoY•r (ACI) trocr• 

(Project •o. IJla-0051) 


nppo MP QCOMMQPADQ!I I - ftlll>llll>IZmo1 er nm 
DW!DG; TH 1n1J Ud aot ldeqatel.r para• a •t•r11l ataDdarduauoza IDd 
apeoif1at.10D Pl'OCI"• tor Uae 119 lrllored Ccabat lartuonr \o aSn'•1&e tile 
qaua•a 11'9 orol• aupport ooata. Tbi• OODd1tloD ooovrld '9oau• tbe 
Tut-lutomtt·te Cca••nd did oot 1Da\1tute • etteot1•• ltudardisatloe prov• 
tor part• oontrol u required bl J>oD IDatruot1oD • 120.19, "DoD Pana Control 
Pro&r•·• Tb• ldd1 tlon ot aia11ar parta alread7 1D tll• hten• •U&>P1J •r•t• 
oould rea\llt 1D wmeoeaaarr up.ad1tW"u ot ts.• a11Uoa tor th• 119 ACI 
pro&r•· 

ll>DITIORAL PACIS: 

b indicated 1D the tolloviq paragrapba, ve 1trongl7 disagree vitb th• 

auditor•' oonclua1on that the 1ra7 did not adequatel.7 puraue a uterial 

at&Ddardizat1oD and apec1t1oat1on progrui tor tbe M9 ACE to ain1a11e the 

•J•t..•a lit• c1cle aupport ooata. 

A.a atated 1n the audit report, the M9 ACE vu un:Ser developnent from 1956 

until TJpe Cluait1aat1on Standard A 1n 1977. 1'b1a 1• tbe tiae frame 1n Wb1cb 

tbe bulk or the deaign ot the M9 ACE vaa aol1d1tied and during vbicb the parta 

vere provisioned Uito tbe auppl7 aystem. However, the requirement tor parts 

atandard1zat1on vaa not illplemented v1tb1.D DOD until October 1977 vitb the 

iasuance ot D~ 1Jlatruct10D •120.19. 


Page 60 of tb• report 1tatea that BK! entertd 313 part• into the I>OD SupplJ 

S7at• on bebalt ot tbe M9. 9fl bu not entered an1 parta into tbe I>CI> Supply 

SJ•t•. BM?'• respona1b111t7 ainoe 1986 bu 1111pl7 been to produce T•hicles 

am ape.re pe.rta and 11&1.Dtain the Government'• Muter J>rav1na Pack&&•· In the 

proc..a or vork1D& prcduc1b111tJ probleu, llff bu 1uta1tted oDl.1 li part.a 

WIS•r MIL-STD 965 tor aarHD1q vitb th• MPCAG'•· llao, ainoe th• Project 

Ham.pr'• ott1oe vu t.r1Daterred to TAC~ u 1982, ev•J'J OCDt.ract awarded and 

..S.1Diaterld " !ACOM bu Snoladed requirmenta tor th• OODtraotor \o 

1apl-Dt. • KIL-Sm 965 atudardisat.iOD Pl'Oll"•· 


Ve NYJ.eved tb• 35 part• th• auditGl'a •vue•tld ooul.d be aut>1Utut.S tor 

ovrent.lJ prorta1®ed M9 ACE l*l"t•. ot th• 35 puta, oDlr •• vu techn1call7 

teu11>1• tor aubaUtutioD. for aeveral. ot the 35 parta reTilved, th• M9 ACE 

apec1f1ea a H111t.arJ Stamard part ll\llber, ldlereu, tbe auditors recc:amended 

aubatitution ot a 0C11Mroial part D\llber. there 11 olearlJ a pretereno• to 

uM tbe M111tarJ Sta.adard part Duaber ill 11tu ot a OCBMroial part 1n11ber 

because there 1• auper1or teobnScal data, eirr1romental oontrola and qualitJ 

prov1aicma to 1.naui"e that part• obtained vill function and interchange over 

tb• lite cycle ot the veapoa •J•t•. 
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IAUA UIPOlll 

DOD lnapector Geaerel Dreft leport 


Audit of tb• Acqui1itioa of tbe K9 A1110red Collbet lartbaover (ACI) Proar .. 

(Project lo. 1111-00~1) 


llCOMM!lO)ATlOI 11: Perfor. aa ia-deptb enaiaeeriaa 1cr..ai•1 of M9 Ar90red 
C08b•t larth.over"'p•rt1 toaetber vitb tbe taak•Autoeoti•• eom..ad'• 
1tandardia1tioa breach and full1 coordinate re1ult1 of tb• review vitb l>efeaae 
Lo1iaitic1 &a•ac1'1 Milit•r1 Part• Control Advi1or1 Croup• 11 required by Ara1••aulation 700-60, "DoD ••rt• Control Proara." 

ACTlOR t~R: loaconcur. 'Tbe K9 &Cl i1 in tbe full production 1ta1• of it• life 
c1cie and baa reached de1i1n ..turity. Screenia& i1 of the 1reate1t benefit vben 
it ia done earl1 in tbe deaiaa life of a pro1r1a. Por tbe K9 ACI, tbat occurred 
..DJ 1ear• 110. "rb-refore, it ia iaappropriete to eapend re1ource1 at thia point 
in ti.. to coapletely reacreen all proviaioned parta. 

IECOMMENDATlOI 12: Streaathea procedure• to enaure that the contractor adhere• 
to the contract-re'quireaenta for a part• control proaraa aa required by DoD 
tnatruction 4120.19 and iaplemented bJ Militar1 Standard 96~A. The Militar1 
Part• Control Adviaory Croup• 1hould be conaulted in aatiaa theae deterainationa, 
and the project office ahould eaint•in docu11entation to 1upport these deci1ion1. 

ACTION TAltEN: Concur. AMC ia taking action to 1treo1thea the DoD P•rta Control 
trograa (DoD PCP) procedure •nd accoapliah the recoaaendation of the IG. Al 700
60 will be changed in the ne1r future to include atrenathened guidance on 
atandardization. However, ve believe TACOK baa, aince ita assumption of progr•m 
aanagement for K9 AC!, done •n adequate job of implementing a p•rta 
atandardiz•tion program. Contractor• comply with MIL STI> 96~ and report to TACOM 
.oathly on the statu• of screening •ctivity. letveen the contractor• ind the 
Directorate of Technical Dat1 in TACOM, adequate records already exiat of 
atandardiz1tioa activity. TACOM vill continue to aggressively puraue ita 
1tandardizatioo program as design changes c01te about and vill coaply vith all 
requirement• in order to reduce the proliferation of ooo-1tandard p1rt1. 

POTENTIAL t«>NETAlY BENEFITS: Concur. Monetary benefit• of the at1nd•rdiz1tion 
proaraa are well known. However, in this c•ae 1t•ndardiz1tion ia working vell 
and tbe benefit haa already been achieved. 
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I~ 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 


HEADQUARTERS 

CAMERON STATION 


ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 223CM-fl00 


"""'"". PLA-CI 	 30 Aug ag111"11 TO 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDITING, 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: 	 Draft Report on the Audit of the Acquisition of the MQ 
Armored Combat Earthmover Program (Project No. 
BMB-0058) 

This is in response to your 30 Jun 89 memorandum requesting our 
comments pertaining to the audit of the Acquisition of the M9 
Armored Combat Earthmover Program (Project No. SMB-0058). The 
attached positions have been approved by Mr. Richard J. 
Connelly, 	Acting Deputy Comptroller, Defense Logistics Agency. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

3 Encl ~~J~~Acting chi.fvADi.., -f.'. 
Internal Review Division 
Office of Comptroller 
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TYPE OF REPORT: AUDIT 	 DATE OF POSITION: 30 Aug 89 

PURPOSE OF INPUT: INITIAL POSITION 

AUDIT TITLE AND NO.: 	 Audit of the Acquisition of the M9 Armored Combat 
Earthmover Program CBMB-0058) 

FINDING NUMBER A: The Army and the Defense Logistics Agency CDLA) 
contracting officers had not ensured that modifications to the M9 ACE 
production contract were being awarded at fair and reasonable prices. 
For the three contract modifications we audited, the contracting 
officers did not obtain certified cost and pricing data as required by 
the Federal Acquisition Regulation CFAR) ~ They also did not perform 
adequate cost reviews on two of the three modifications. As a result, 
the contract price reduction for deleting the roadwheels from the 
contract (modification P00004) was $277,163 less than a fair and 
reasonable price reduction, and a contract price for changing muffler 
parts (modification A00009) was overstated by $9,075. 

DLA COMMENTS: Concur that price for modification A00009 was 
overstated. However, we nonconcur with the dollar amount of monetary 
benefits. See our comments under "MONETARY BENEFITS". 

MONETARY BENEFITS: $3,657.70 
DLA COMMENTS: 	 Nonconcur on findings regarding DLA. The I.O. presumed 

that the contractor would purchase all the required 
material at one time. Because BMY is transitioning to 
an MRPII material management system, they time phase 
their purchases, which is permitted per the provisions 
of DFARS 242.72. BMY purchases material at various 
points during the production process on the theory that 
minor increased costs of material would be more 
economical than the storage costs of excessive, unused 
inventories. The ACO arrived at a reduction of 
$3,657.70 instead of $9,075 using the time phasing of 
purchases and the prices that were in effect at the 
time the material orders were placed. We cannot 
comment on the findings regarding the Army. 

ESTI~~TED REALIZATION DATE: 29 Sep 89 

AMOUNT REALIZED: 

DA~E BENEFITS REALIZED: 


ACTION OFFICER: Linda S. Holcombe, DLA-ACA, x47726 

DLA APPROVAL: 	 Richard J. Connelly 
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TYPE OF REPORT: AUDIT 	 DATE OF POSITION: 30 Aug 89 

PURPOSE OF INPUT: INITIAL POSITION 

AUDIT TITLE AND NO.: 	 Audit of the Acquisition of the M9 Armored 
Combat Earthmover Program C8MB-0058) 

RECOMMENDATION NUMBER A.3.: We recommend that the Director, Defense 
Logistics Agency, direct the administrative contracting officer at the 
Defense Contract Administration Services Management Area, Reading, BMY 
Corporation Residency Office to: 

a. Obtain certified cost and pricing ~ata on all contract 

modifications valued at $100,000 or moTe and prepare price 

negotiation memorandums as set forth in Federal Acquisition 

Regulation 15.804 and 15.808. 


b. Obtain a voluntary reduction of $9,075 from BMY Corporation 

for modification A00009 of contract number DAAE07-86-C-Rl00. 


DLA COMMENTS: Concur with subparagraph a. above and nonconcur with b. 
We have issued the attached letter, 22 Aug 89, to all ACOs directing 
them to familiarize themselves with the requirements of FAR 15.804 and 
15.808 with regard to obtaining certified cost and pricing data and 
preparation of price negotiation memoranda. DCASMA Reading BMY will 
negotiate with BMY to obtain a voluntary reduction in the amount of 
S3,657.70 for modification A00009 to contract DAAE07-86-C-Rl00. 

0ISPOSITION: 

~X] Action is ongoing; Estimated Completion Date: 29 Sep 89 

[ J Action is considered complete. 


MONETARY BENEFITS: $3,657.70 
DLA COMMENTS: DCASMA Reading BMY will negotiate with BMY to obtain a 

voluntary refund in the amount of $3,657.70. 

ESTIMATED REALIZATION DATE: 29 Sep 89 

AMOUNT REALIZED: 

DATE BENEFITS REALIZED: 


ACTION OFFICER: Linda S. Holc0mbe, DLA-ACA, x47726 

JLA APPROVAL: Richard J. Connelly 
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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 

HEADQUARTERS 


CAMERON STATION 

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22304-1100 


'"·'~"'""uo DLA-AC 	 2 2 AUG-1989 

SUBJECT: 	 DLA-AC Letter No. AC-89-35 

Acquisition Management 


TO: 	 Commanders of DCAS Regions 

ATTN: Directors, Contract Managemen·~ 


This letter is directive in nature and expires on 18 August 1990 
unless sooner superseded or rescinded. This letter should be 
circulated to Region and field personnel in the following 
organizational codes: AC, AF CAF-89- 27). 

1. References: 

a. FAR 15.804, Cost or Pl' icing Data 

b. FAR 15.805, Proposal Analysis 

c.· FAR 15.808, Price Negotiation Memorandum 

d. DLAM 8105.1, Part 15.805, Price/Cost Analysis 

e. DLAM 8105.1, Part 90.01, Contract Audit Followup 

2. The Off ice of the Inspector General CIG> recently performed an 
audit to evaluate acquisition management. As part of their review 
they audited priced negotiations exceeding $100,000 which were 
issued by the Administrative Contracting Officers CACOs). They 
found that ACOs were not obtaining certified cost or pricing data; 
proposals were not being analyzed properly, awards were not 
being made at fair and reasonable prices, and price negotiation 
memoranda were inadequate. 

3. Please ensure that ACOs familiarize themselves with the 
requirements of references l.a. through l.e. to ensure compliance. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 


WILLIAM V. GORDON 
Executive Director 
Contrect MannsementAPPENDIX J 	
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TYPE OF REPORT: AUDIT 	 DATE OF POSITION: 30 Aug 89 

PaRPOSE OF INPUT: INITIAL POSITION 

AUDIT TITLE AND NO.: 	 Audit of the Acquisition of the M9 Armored 
Combat Earthmover Program (SMB-0058) 

RECOMMENDATION NUMBER A.4.: We recommend that the Director, Defense 
Logistics Agency, reemphasize formally to the administrative 
contracting officers at the Defense Contract Administration Services 
Management Area, Reading, the need to futly pursue all of the proposal 
analysis requirements of Federal Acquisition Regulation 15.805. 

i 

DLA COMMENTS: Concur. We have issued the attached letter, 22 Aug 89, 
to all ACOs directing them to familiarize themselves with the proposal 
analysis requirements contained in FAR 15.805. 

DISPOSITION: 
[ ] Action is ongoing; Final Estimated Completion Date: 
[X) Action is considered complete. 

MONETARY BENEFITS: None 
DLA COMMENTS: 
ESTIMATED REALIZATION DATE: 
AMOUNT REALIZED: 
DATE BENEFITS REALIZED: 

ACTION OFFICER: Linda S. Holcombe, DLA-ACA, x47726 

DLA APPROVAL: Richard J. Connelly 
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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 

HEADQUARTERS 


CAMERON STATION 

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22304-6100 


oN•lll'\.Y 

•£,.UtTO DLA-AC 	 2 2 AUG 1989 

SUBJECT: 	 DLA-AC Letter Ho. AC-89-35 

Acquisition Management 


TO: 	 Commanders of DCAS Regions 

ATTN: Directors, Contract Managemen~ 


This letter is directive in nature and ex~ires on 18 August 1990 
unless sooner superseded or rescinded. This letter should be 
circulated to Region and field personnel in the following 
organizational codes: AC, AF CAF-89- 27). 

l. References: 

a. FAR 15.804, Cost or Pricing Data 

b. FAR 15.805, Proposal Analysis 

c .. FAR 15.808, Price Negotiation Memorandum 

d. DLAM 8105.1, Part 15.805, Price/Cost Analysis 

e. DLAM 8105.l, Part 90.01, Contract Audit Followup 

2. The Office of the Inspector General CIG) recently performed an 
audit to evaluate acquisition management. As part of their review 
they audited priced negotiations exceeding $100,000 which were 
issued by the Administrative Contracting Officers (ACOs). They 
found that ACOs were not obtaining certified cost or ~ricing data; 
proposals were not being analyzed properly, awards were not 
being made at fair and reasonable prices, and price negotiation 
memoranda were inadequate. 

3. Please ensure that ACOs familiarize themselves with the 
requirements of references l.a. through l.e. to ensure compliance. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 


WILLIAM V. GORDON 
Executive Director 
Contract ManegementAPPENDIX J 
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REPORT OF POTENTIAL MONETARY AND 

OTHER BENEFITS RESULTING FROM THE All>IT 


Recommendation 

Reference 


A.1.b. 

Decription of 

Benefits 


Provide a direct reduction 
to the Army production 
contract for roadwheel 
cost. 

Amount or Type 

of Benefits 


A potential one-time production 
contract reduction of $277,163 
would involve the fol lowing: 
Fiscal Line 
Year ~ Aeeroerlatlon Item

1987 $ (3,416) 21 2035 2001 

1988 22, 122 21 2035 3001 

1988 23,805 21 2035 4001 

1989 67,845 21 2035 5001 

1990 77,054 21 2035 6001 

1991 891753 21 2035 7001 


$2771163 

A.3.b, Provide a direct reduction 
to the Army production 
contract for muffler parts 
cost. 

A potential one-time production contract 
reduction of $9,075 would involve the 
fol lowing: 

Fiscal Line 

Year Amount A~~ropriation Item 


1988 s 413 21 2035 3001 

1988 1,251 21 2035 4001 

1989 2,471 21 2035 5001 

1990 2,470 21 2035 6001 

1991 2i410 21 2035 7001 


$9,075 

B.2.a. 
and 
B.2.b. 

Provide that the Army 
and Marine Corps 
would get cost
effective warranty 
coverage or coverage 
would be eliminated. 

A potential one-time production contract 

reduction of $456,196 (appropriation 21 

2035 for fiscal years 1986-1991) and a 

cost avoidance of $207,142 on future 

Marine Corps production contract (appro

priation 17 1109 for fiscal years 1992 

and 1993). 
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REPORT OF POTENTIAL MONETARY AND 

OTHER BENEFITS RESULTING FROM THE AUDIT (CONTINUED) 


C.2.a. Reduce production contract 
cost by eliminating unnecessary 
contractor management cost 
and have the Government 
supply the component to the 
contractor. 

The cost avoidance would involve the 
fol lowing: 

Fiscal 
Year 

1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

Total 

Amount 
$2,151,760 
2, 172,806 
2, 104,950 
2£ 104£949 
$8~534,465 * 

Aeeroe
21 
21 
17 
17 

riation 
2035 
2035 
1109 
1109 

D. 1. 
through 

D.3. 

Provide quality technical 
manuals to the troops and 
minimize expenditure of 
Army funds through close 
monitoring of contractor 
performance. 

Undetermlnable 

E.1. 
and 
E.2. 

Reduce the unnecessary 
variety of parts and 
minimize the I ife cycle 
support cost of the M9 
Armored Combat Earthmover 
program. 

Estimated annual cost avoidance for 
fiscal years 1990-1994 of $363,319 per 
year (appropriation 21 2035) for a total 
of $1,816,595. 

* The component breakout cost avoidance represents the total costs of the selected components 
(basic production quantities and spare parts) , inc I ud i ng contractor's add-on charges mi nus what 
it would cost for the Government to purchase the components directly (Government acquisition cost 
plus estimated Government management costs). 
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ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED 


Department of Defense 

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, 
Washington, DC 

Office of the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, 
Washington, DC 

Defense Logistics Agency, Alexandria, VA 
Defense Contract Administration Services Management Area, 

Reading, Bowen McLaughlin York Corporation, Residence Office, 
York, PA 

Defense Industrial Supply Center, Philadelphia, PA 
Defense Construction Supply Center, Columbus, OH 
Defense General Supply Center, Richmond, VA 
Defense Electronics Supply Center, Dayton, OH 

Department of the Army 

Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for Operations Research, 
Washington, DC 

Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, Washington, DC 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Washington, DC 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition, 

Washington, DC 
Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command, Alexandria, VA 
Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, MI 
U.S. Army Program Executive Office, Heavy Force Modernization 
Commander, 	 U.S. Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency, 

Falls Church, VA 
U.S. 	Army Combat Systems Test Activity, Aberdeen Proving 

Ground, MD 
Commander, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort 

Monroe, VA 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, Washington, DC 
Commander, U.S. Army Engineering Center and Fort Leonard Wood, 

Fort Leonard Wood, MO 
Headquarters, 7th Infantry Division (Light) and Fort Ord, Fort 

Ord, CA 
Project Manager for Armored Combat Earthmover, Warren, MI 

Department of the Navy 

Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, DC 
U.S. 	Marine Corps, Research, Development and Acquisition Command, 

Quantico, VA 
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ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED (CONT'D) 

Non-Government Activities 

Bowen McLaughlin York Corporation, York, PA 
AM General Corporation, Livonia, MI 
Pacific Car and Foundry Corporation, Renton, WA 
Cummins Engine Company, Columbus, IN 
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AUDIT TEAM MEMBERS 

Donald Reed, Director 
John Dillinger, Program Director 
Ronald Mazurik, Project Manager 
Jose Deline, Auditor 
Edward LaBelle, Auditor 
Delpha Martin, Auditor 
Jim Wells, Auditor 
Lawrence Heller, Auditor 
Joe Mislan, Engineer 
David Leising, Contract Specialist 
William Fox, Industrial Specialist 
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FINAL REPORT DISTRIBUTION 


Off ice of the Secretary of Defense 

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) 
Comptroller of the Department of Defense 
Director, Operational Test and Evaluation 

Department of the Army 

Secretary of the Army 
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial Management) 
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and 

Acquisition) 
Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command 
Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command 
Program Executive Officer for Heavy Force Modernization 

Department of the Navy 


Secretary of the Navy 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management) 

U.S. 	Marine Corps, Research, Development and Acquisition 

Command, Quantico, VA 

Other Defense Activities 

Director, Defense Logistics Agency 

Other 

Off ice of Management and Budget 

U.S. 	General Accounting Off ice, NSIAD Technical Information 
Center 

Congressional Committees: 

Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
Senate Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Appropriations 
House Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
House Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Government Operations 
House Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security, 

Committee on Government Operations 
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